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A Study on Liberty 
Masao Shiraishi 
Abstract 
Capitalism or socialism? This alternative is one of the greatest problems that 
we should solve today. Which can give more liberties to us? This is one of the 
greatest questions that we must answer， when we choose between them. When we， 
then， ask what liberty is， we are surprised to find too many answers to the question. 
Especially， the West and the East are veηT different from each other concerning the 
meaning of liberty 
This paper takes up some theories on liberty， criticizes the defects of them and 
tries to seek one measure of liberty with which we can measure the quantity of 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(1) これは，粟田賢三， Fマルクス主義における自由と価値~ (青木書底， 1975年)， 85頁に紹
介されている H・カミンスキー の表現。カミンスキー 自身は，あらゆる社会をはかる基準と
なるような，大文字で書かれた自由の存在を否定している。
(2) James J. Q'Rourke， The Problem 01 Freedom in Marxist Thought (Dordrecht-Hol-
land， 1974)， p.1. 










判は， C・B・マクファーソン， ~民主主義理論~，西尾敬義他訳(青木書庖， 1978年)， 163 
頁以下参照。
(8) 韓国やチリ，ポーランドや中国の今日の事態。
(9) ユ・エヌ・ダヴィドフ，「自由と疎外~，藤野渉訳(青木書庖， 1972年)， 11頁以下。
(10) ヘルパート・シュタイニンガー，「社会主義社会の自由の諸基礎J，ゴットフリート・シュ




(14) 同前， 4 -5頁。
(1日 ダヴィドフ，前掲訳， 15-16頁に日く「人間的自由の外的な諸制限は，人間的活動にたい
する関係においては，かなりの程度内的なものであることがわかる」。




















(泣) パー リン， w 自由論 I~ ， 68~69頁0
(23) クランストン，前掲訳， 82頁。
(24) マクファーソン，「現代世界の民主主義~，粟田賢三訳(岩波書庖， 1977年)， 94頁以下参
照。
(お)パー リン， w 自由論 I~ ， 81頁。













(3) エーリッヒ・フロム， w自由からの逃走~，日高六郎訳(創元社， 1953年)， 4頁。
(34) Eva Ancsel， The Dilemmas 01 Freedom (translated by Janos Boris， Budapest， 1978)， 
p.50. 
(3由 Ibid.
(36) Ibid.， p. 52. 




白日 パーリン，「自由論 II~ ， 315~317頁。
凶勝田，前掲書， 149頁。
間同前， 149~ 150頁。
附 マクファーソン， w現代世界の民主主義~， 30~31頁，及び宮田光雄，『現代日本の民主主義』
(岩波書J，:5 1972年)， 9 ~ 11頁参照。




































(的 O'Rourke， 0ρcit.， pp. 27-30.これは中野氏が，マルクスの自由概念として挙げる人格的
自由と同じものである(中野，前掲書， 27頁以下参照)。






On Determiners Attached to N ouns Preceding ‘that' 
Clauses and the Form of Those N ouns 
Takeshi Higashi 
Abstract 
The function of appositive ‘that' clauses may be restrictive or non-restrictive 
In the former function， a‘that' clause restricts the reference of the head noun to one 
particular thing; the Iatter does not restrict the reference of the head noun， but 
gives further relevant information about it. This distinction is marked in writing 
and in print by a comma or a dash before the Iatter kind of clause， no such break 
separating a restrictive ‘that' clause from its head noun. And， inthe case of 
restrictive examples， itwiIl be noticed that they have the definite article before the 
head noun. But the head nouns of restrictive examples do not always have the 
definite article. When many examples are examined， itwiI be found that they 
have a various kind of determiners before the head nouns incIuding a zero determin-
er. PluraI head nouns are rather rare but we sometimes find them. The purpose 
of this paper is to investi~ate what kind of determiner (incIuding a zero determiner) 
each head noun has and which form each head noun chooses between the singular 
and the pluraI. Here 1 used the same sentences that were used in my previous 
paper: On the Construction ‘NOUN十THATCLAUSE'. They were coIlected 
from contemporarγEnglish materiaIs-magazines， Iiterary works， academic 































Unless passives are given a lexicalist interpretation， the alternation appears to 
contradict the conclusion attempted above， that subjectjobject are determinate， 
given the case structure. (On Case Grammar) 
Wehold thes巴truthsto be self-evident， that al men are created equal， that they 
are endowed by their creator with certain inalienable rights， that among these are 
life， and the pursuit of happiness. (1984) 
ii) that節がコンマやダッシュで囲まれている場合
The first of Velikovsky's assertions-that Venus was violently expelled from 
Jupiter as a huge protoplanet-was scoffed at. (Reader's Digest Jan. 1976) 
The old feeling， that at bottom it did not matter whether Q'Brien was a friend 
or enemy， had come back. (1984) 
ii) that節が先行名調とコンマや夕、ツシュで区切られ，更に，何らかの語句7)
により that節が先行名詞の叙述的説明であることを示している場合
Black Africa is an expression frequently to be met with nowadays in political 
articles， and here is a very obvious borrowing from French， where l' Afrique noire 
has long been used for an excellent reason， namely that for the average Frenchman 
Africa is likely to mean in the first place the North Africa of the Arabs rather than 
a continent inhabited by Negroes. (The Changing English Language) 
However， as Fillmore (1965b) observed， there is an additional piece of informa-
tion expressed in a sentence like (10) a， namely， that relative to the people with 
whom Bill and Tom might be compared for height， they are both relatively short. 
(Studies in Linguistic Semantics) 
It did not contain a grammatical error， but it expressed a palpable untruth-














表 1に例の分布を示す。名詞は，関連する動詞が that節をとるものを 1，関
連する形容詞が that節を従えるものを1，その他を田として分類した。この分
類は，後に掲げる表2，表3，表4に訟でも同様である。()内に示された数字
は， there is構文の主語として名詞が使用された例の数を示す。これは，表 2，
表3，表4に拾ても同様で、ある。
表 l
THE 所有格 THE 所有格
ヲ------単 複 単 複 計 1iト------ 単 複 単 複 計|
argument 4 2 4 10 concept* 4 4 
comment 2 constraint* 2 2 
conclusion 31 1 32 defenseム 2 2 
discovery* 9(1) 9(1) dictum 2 1 3 
hypothesis' 10 10 effect* 9 9 
intention l l 2 excuse* 2 2 
observation 5 5 10 fact本 278(2) 278(2) 
perception本 1(1) 1(1) ground* 16 18 34 
premlse 4 5 impression* 40 40 
proposition* 6 6 mind6 12 12 
reason本 6 I 7 paradox牟 2 2 
(32) 
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THE 所有格 THE 所有格
コ~ 単 複 単 複 計 1i子~ 単 複 単 複 計
saymg 2 1 3 point事 6 6 
signal* 3 3 position 6 2 8 
supposition* 4 4 principle 2 1 3 
thought 31 32 prospect* 2 3 
II result* 20 20 








conclusion come to the conclusion that節 (24例)
reason for the reason that節 ( 7例)
supposition on the supposition that宣有 ( 3例)
basis on the basis that節 ( 3例)
effect : to the eff巴ctthat宣行 ( 8例)
ground : on the ground(sl that節 (34例)
mind make up one's mind that節 (12例)
impression under the impression that節 ( 8171Jl 
point to the point that節 ( 3例)
result with the result that節 (20例)










Norris's warning is based on the argument that modern economic models-
except for Chase's， of course-still underestimate the “multiplier" effect of national 
policies. (Time Feb. 16 1976) 
(T -pl) 
What about the arguments that the Brussels bureaucracy has too much power 
over British affairs? (Newsweek June 2 1975) 
(G-s) 
In Whitehall's view， this group is winning over the faction led by Party Boss 
Leonid Brezhnev by their arg四nentthat Moscow is in danger of being sucked into 
a potential African Viet Nam that could mean the collapse of detente. 
(Time Feb. 16 1976) 
comment 
(T-s) 
A UN spokesman made the inevitable phlegmatic comment that there was 'no 
change' in that body's attitude. (Good-bye) 
(G-s) 
With regard to your comment that th巴gainsfrom the As川 anDam have been 
swallowed up by Egypt's population， itshould be noted that this project was not an 
unmitigated benefit. (Time Jan. 12 1976) 
conclusion 
(T-s) 
They wer官notshy children， and they quickly came to the conclusion that Philip 
was not formidable. (Of Human Bondage) 
(G-s) 
Since the interpretation of these crucial examples is (at least) in doubt， itlooks 
as if we should accede to Jackendoff's (1972， 217) conclusion that 'if al verbs with 
an optional NP behaved like ρromise， maintaining a fixed control position when the 
optional obj氏 tis added， this would argue that grammatical relations determine 





It was the dis氾overythat restriction enzymes could be used to link genes to 
plasmids that led to the moratorium. (Reader's Digest Jan. 1976) 
(there-T -s) 
There was also the discovery， made almost daily， that anyone who spelled 
Connecticut with more than two t's had to stay after school until he had written that 
teasing word 50 times. (Reader's Digest May 1976) 
並胆生竺is
(T-s) 
The circumstances support the hypothesis that the yeti is nocturnal. 
(Reader's Digest April 1976) 
intention 
(T-s) 
Warsaw was not an easy city to defend: the old and out-of-date fortifications 
had been pulled down in 1912 with the intention that new and stronger ones should 
be built， but this had 陀 maineda project only. (Zamenhof) 
(G-s) 
He carried out his intention that the only tie between them should be the 
domestic serviαshe did in return for board and lodging. (Of Human Bondage) 
observation 
(T-s) 
Doぺ19herty'sargument starts from the observation that within Fillmore's 
proposals there is one particular arモain which a generalisation concerning the 
distribution of CFs is lost rather than gained. (On Case Grammar) 
(G-s) 
Having resided in England for the past eight months， 1 will readily attest to his 
obs町 ationthat isolationism seems to be spreading like a wave over the entire 
country. (Newsweek May 19 1975) 
盟主空白竺
(T-s) 
In N ewspeak it was seldom possible to follow a heretical thought further than 





“50 1 am an optimis仁and1 think in time there wiIl be t.he perception that the 
country has recover巴dfrom this traumatic period and that we have an excellent 
opportunity of making progress， whether it is domestically， internationally or 
otherwise." (Time Jan. 26 1976) 
premlse 
(T-s) 
These conversations are bottomed on the premise that the President must be 
the first on record to force the culprits， his lieutenants， to justice 
(Reader's Digest June 1975) 
(G-s) 
1 do agree with his premise that householders need larger and better cleansing 
facilities， and 1 trust the masshousing produαrs wiIl take note-right down to their 
drains. (Time Jan. 19) 
proposition 
(T-s) 
But their case rests on the prop田itionthat they can neutrali犯 Wallacein the 
50uthern primaries and stilI hold Dixie for the Democrats. 
(Newsweek June 2 1975) 
reason 
(T-s) 
Yet after 1970， the Western coal began to exert a powerful new appeal for the 
simple reason that it has a low sulfur content. (Time March 1 1976) 
(T -pl) 
People like for the sensible reasons that cycles are ch巴ap(average cost: $75)， 
healthful， and do not pollute the air. (Reader's DせgestApril 1976) 
saymg 
(T-s) 
The fostering of interdependent relationships through economic exchanges may 
appear to be a long and highly indirect route toward international security， but 1 
believe in the old saying that the longest way round is the shortest way home. 
(Newsweek May 19 1975) 
(G-s) 
The Russians， who had feared a chilly welcome in Galicia， had been able to 






A bell， the signal that the juηwas returning， interrupted him 
(In Cold Blood) 
supposition 
(T-s) 
He goes where he wants to when he wants to， on the supposition that people 
will say he is politicking even if he stays home in bed. (Newsweek June 2 1975) 
thought 
(T-s) 
He did not know why it was， but he could not bear the thought that she should 
touch him. (Of Human Bondage) 
(G-s) 
1 recall Mother Teresa's thought that the best part of love and service in life has 




But this was done on the basis that nothing would be said publicly about the 
drought-a move that would have opened up a massive outpouring of international 
aid. (Newsweek Feb.23 1976) 
concept 
(T-s) 
We must eliminate the parental concept that children must go to college， 
otherwise we'll be turning out an overtrained work force that will drive us into 
bankruptcy. (Time Feb. 2 1976) 
constraint 
(T-s) 
The anomalous Joh珂 smeared(on the wall) which would correlate with the 
absence of both instances of abs， isruled out by the constraint that every pro-





During the chat with her visitor， Patty made a number of statements that 
undercut her basic defense that she had cooperated with the S. L. A. out of fear 
alone. (Time March 8 1976) 
dictum 
(T-s) 
Certainly it is now a key-word in the vocabulary of the s氾，condhalf of the 
twentieth centuηT and as such it admirably illustrates the truth of the dictum that 
it is not so much the first dating of a word that matters so much as the time when 
it first gained general cu汀ency，hereby showing itself to be responding to a need of 
a given society. (The Changing English Language) 
(G-s) 
In line with Jawaharlal Nehru's dictum that“it is science alone that can solve 
the problems of…vast resources running to waste， of a rich country inhabited by 
starving people，" Indian officials expect that eventually their space program will 
include their own communications， meteorological and earth resources satellites. 
effect 
(T-s) 
(Newsweek May 1975) 
Some years ago John Wain also made a similar statement to the effect that this 
use of‘around' for ‘round' was an Americanism， but that it was becoming frequent 




Besides， he argues， the excuse that she was young and sheltered rings false 
(Time March 8 1976) 
(T-s) 
Street sweepers are out daily， and the hedge outside the Governor's Palace is 
clipped regularly， despite the fact that the only residents of the quaint building are 
seven foreign journalists. (Time Feb.2 1976) 
(there-T -s) 
But quite apart from the various technical terms of radio and television 
programmes which pass into general cu打ency，therモisthe broad linguistic fact that 
broadcasting churnes out a tremendous number of American popular songs which 
painlessly imprint transatlantic words and idioms (or， on occasion， pronunciations) 
(38) 
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on the minds of millions of young listeners. (The Changing English Language) 
gro凡md
(T-s) 
But， on the ground that they were“substantial" restraints of First Amendment 
rights， the court eliminated the ceilings on campai哩nspending. (Time Feb.9 1976) 
(T -pl) 
Ford vetoed 16 bills， many on the grounds that they would contribute to 
inflation， which he saw as the nation's main domestic problem. (Time Jan. 5 1976) 
lmpresslOn 
(T-s) 
Says DEA director Bartels:“A considerable number of people are under the 
impression that cocainほisa relatively harmless drug. They are dead wrong." 
(Reader's Digest June 1975) 
mind 
(G→ s) 
He had made up his mind that he would accompany her as far as the Tube 




The novel， itwas earnestly proposed， explored thep岨radoxthat only in slavery 
can one find perfect freedom. (Time Jan. 5 1976) 
point 
(T-s) 
Over and over， this show makes the point that drawing is not a slight activity， 
that small scale can concentrate the presence of an image， just as large scale can 
expand it. (Time Jan. 12 1976) 
position 
(T-s) 
The emotional anti-colonialists exploited this area and in their clouds of 
propaganda and ideological jiggery-pokery sゅonconditioned th氾 UNatmosphere 





But many ThirせWorldmilitants refus巴 tobudge from their position that no 
scientific resear油 beconducted in the 200-mile zone without the coastal nation's 
explicit consent. (Reader's Digest Jan. ) 
principle 
(T-s) 
Morモimportantis the principle that the government can interfere in a publi 
cation's content. (Time March 8 1976) 
(G-s) 
Under his principle that shortcuts to suc白 sare joint efforts and that workers 
therefore should be encouraged to become stock-holders， Li five years ago helped 
set up a precision instrument company named Taiho， with 51% of the capital from 
Japanese investors and the other 49% from Chunyu employees. 
度竺些旦
(T-s) 
(R巴ader'sDigest June 1975) 
And that in tum left Wilson with the unsettling prosp出 thatthe vote which 
will make or break his political future could be decided by a slimmer margin than 
almost anyone had expected. (Newsweek May 19 1975) 
(T-pl) 
But in the evening when it was time for brandy and cigars， any p巴rsonattuned 
to national politics had to admit to a budding excitement over the prospects that 
before the new year was out， the capital might be shaken more than it had been in 
託veraldecades. (Time Jan. 5 1976) 
Tモsult
(T-s) 
Thes氾 Gullahshave hitherto lived in great isolation， with the result that their 
speech retains a good many African features. (The Changing English Language) 
vlew 
(T-s) 
The foregoin哩isnot a record， 1 submit， that justifies the view that the Soviets 
will refrain from adventures that strike them as potentially profitable. 
(Reader's Digest Sep. 1975) 
(T -pl) 
Facing the jury and speaking forcefully， Lifton reinforced the views of West 
(40) 
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and Orne that Patty was coerced into taking part in the bank robbery. 
(Time March 8 1976) 
(G-s) 
1 wi1l make known my view that for at least the ne叫 25years the ]apanese and 




THE 所有格 A(N) 否定限定辞 その他の限定辞 限定辞なし
¥子¥単 複 単 複 単 複 単 複 単 複 計
Id allegation 2 anyl 5 8 pl 
Df assumption 21 l 1 23 
Id condition 9 10 
Df contention l 3 1 5 
Df disclosure 4 1 5 
Id doubt 1 1 15(4~ 2 anyl 1(1) 2 23(4~ pl 
Df estimate 2 1 (1) 3(1) pl 
Df expectation 1 1 1 3 
Id hint 3(2) 4(2) pl 
Df information 6 7 
Df insistence 7 l 8 
Df knowledge 引1) 1 10(1) 
Df pretence 4 1 5 
Id revelation 2 1 3(1) 6(1) pl 
Id speculation 1 somel 10(4) 12(4)1 
Id testimony 1 2 3 
(41) 
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THE 所有格 A(N) 否定限定辞 その他の限定辞 限定辞なし
コ子--- 単 複 単 複 単 複 単 複 単 複 計
Id 2(8) 
岡田富田
20(1)> 32(2~1 evidence 5 組田l口(21 
II 
Df delusion 2 1 3 
indignation I 2 
Df 8 amen. 4 13 news H叩ofl
story 1 1 2 




• definiteな限定辞を多くもつ名詞 (Dわのうち， estimateとinsistenceは
すべてが所有格をもち， contentionは殆どすべてが所有格をもっている。・その他の場合の例を多くもつ名調(Id)のうち， allegation， condition， hint， 
revelation， testimony， evidence， wordは限定辞をもたない例が多い。・複数形の例をもっ名調のうち， allegation， hint， revelationはその例が多
し>0
• doubtは，総例72のうち66例が否定文である。
• doubtとevidenceには， there is構文の主語になっている例が多い。また，
doubtは概当例49例中48例がnoや litleを伴った否定文である。・表2の名詞の中には，次にあげるような比較的固定していると思われる表
現が見られる。
assumption on the assumption that節





pretence on the pretence that節 ( 3例)
以下に，表2の例を示す。表1にはなく，表2に於て新たに加わった‘否定限




Lastly， itwas evidently impossible to prove the allegation that we， who are the 
ones being attacked， constitute a threat to worId p回目 andsecurity. (Good-bye) 
(D-s) 
Writing in the London Times， Sargent claimed that“there is not a shred of 
truth in any allegation that she cooperated in her kidnaping." (Time Feb.9 1976) 
(ゆ pl)
Last week WhitIam and his party were sent staggering again， this time by 
allegations that WhitIam was personally involved in an Iraqi offer of U. S. $500，000 
to replenish Labor's depleted campaign chest. (Time March 8 1976) 
assumptlOn 
(T-s) 
Assis土antSecretary of State Philip Habib told Congress last week the Adminis-
tration was“operating on the assumtion that the great majority of them will come 
to the United States." (Newsweek May 5 1975) 
(G-s) 
(151) Mary was given a book by John 
cannot be generated at al， given their assumption that passive moves only the NP 
nearest to the verb (in this instance a book). (On Case Grammar) 
(φ-pl) 
In theory， upside-down times should be ideal for reform， but the reform parties 
-such as Gough Whitlam's Labor Party in Australia-are stil tied to programs 
based on past assumptions that the affluent era would go on forever 





Twice married， twice divorced， now twenty-eight and the father of three boys， 
Dick had received his parole on the condition that he reside with his parent; the 
family， which included a younger brother， lived on a small farm near Olathe. 
(In Cold Blood) 
(φs} 
In that case， Pretoria could offer to withdraw its forces on condition that the 
Cubans and Soviets do the same. (Time Feb. 2 1976) 
contention 
(T-s) 
Not only has this war diverted the P. L. O.'s energies， but the spectacle of 
Christians and Moslems battling each other has also challenged the Palestinian 
contention that a secular， democratic and non-sectarian state can replace Israel. 
(Time Jan. 19 1976) 
(G-s) 
The report seemed to bear out Richard Nixon's contention that he was only 
following a precedent initiated by his Democratic predecessors when he bugged his 
Whit巴Houseenemies. (Newsweek D町 151975) 
(φpl} 
In Ankara， the Turkish prosecutor is checking out Lockceed contentions that 
it paid some $876，000 in“gifts to third parties" to stimulate Starfighter sales there 






The disclosure that one candidate was throwing around millions on his own 
behalf would not be likely to endear him to voters in an antipolitician era. 
(Time Feb. 9 1976) 
(φpl) 
For instance， discl osures that the United States has used submarines in Soviet 
territorial waters to monitor Russian weapons tests have greatly diminished the 





1 went to see a solicitor and his advice was that while he hadn't the slightest 
doubt that free speech was being leaned on， we could prove it only by finding some 
individual who had indulged in jiggery-pokerry with free speech and then suing him. 
(Good-bye) 
(T -pl) 
But perhaps more important were !he growing doubts among the Thais them. 
selves that their leaders were up to steering the difficult course ahead. 
(N巴wsweekMay 19 1975) 
(N-s) 
1 have no doubt that in a few years there wiU be a spate of stereotyped stories 
from visiting Western correspondents. (Newsweek May 12 1975) 
(there-N-s) 
There seems to be no doubt that‘mini' is al ぽ tfor a splendid career in 
commerce， politics and the press. (The Changing English Language) 
(N-pl) 
One who has nod∞bts that effective means will be found to save it for future 
generations is the distinguished French archeologist Bernard P. Groslier 
(Reader's Digest Feb. 1976) 
(D-s) 
First 1 had to block off any lingering doubt that the melanoma had spread. 
(Reader's Digest August 1975) 
(φ-s) 
Prof. John Hasted， chairman of Birkbeck's department of physics， and David 
Bohm， Professor of theoretical physics， stated that with future tests more instances 
of this kind may accumulate so that there will be“no room for reasonable doubt 
that some new process is involved here， which cannot be accounted for or explained 
in terms of the prモsentknown laws of physics." (Reader's Digest Oct. 1975) 
(there←φs) 
In Washington， there was doubt that OPEC would demand $3 more， but 
Administration sources seemed resigned to at least a $1-a-barrel jurnp. 
(Newsweek June 2 1975) 
(φ-pl) 
In a 135←page document that he wrote with Margaret Singer， a Berkeley 
psychologist， West raised坐虫竺生豆!.Patty was then competent to stand trial. 





There was also general agreement with Ford's estimate that real output will 
位 pandabout 6.2% this year， compared to a 2% dip last year. (Time Feb. 2 1976) 
(G-pl) 
Most analysts agreed with him that it would have created far fewer than 600， 
000 jobs-although Ford's estimates that it would produce only some 100，000 jobs at 
a cost of more than $25，000 per job wモreexaggerations in the opposite direction. 
(Time March 1 1976) 
(th巴re-φpl)
There are estimates that 300 have been killed and 1，400 wounded; at least 100 
have been taken prisoner. (Time Fed. 23 1976) 
笠E笠旦虫旦
(T-s) 
Second， accompanied by a K. B. I. agent， Mrs Helm had explorモ，deveηT room at 
River Valley Farm， toured the house in the expectation that she might notice 
something awry or absent， and she had. (In Cold Blood) 
(G-s) 
Philip， stirring his punch， thought of his early friendship and his ardent expecta一
旦旦生主主Haywardwould do great things; it was long since he had lost al such 
illusions， and he knew now that Hayward would neγer do anything but talk. 
(Of Human Bondage) 
(φ一pl)
The United Nations came into existence 30 years ago amid soaring expecta 
tions that it would eventually become “the parliament of man." 
(Reader's Digest April 1976) 
hint 
(T-s) 
Since the P. L. O. has not given the slightest hint that they arモreadyto accept 
the U. S. foロnula，they are out of the negotiations from the point of view of both 
Israel and the U. S. (Time Feb. 9 1976) 
(φpl) 
Then suddenly-amid hints that President Ferdinand Marcos was becoming 
nervous about Hanoi's reaction to the huge influx of Vietnamese-the U. S. an. 
nounced it was shifting the transfer point for refugees to Guam. 
(Newsweek May 5 1975) 
(there φpl) 
Against this backdrop， there were hints that Neto might be prepared to offer 
UNITA's ]oseph Savimbi a share in a two-way coalition government. 
(46) 
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(Time Jan. 19 1976) 
information 
(T-s) 
The letter ended with the information that Mr Carey had withdrawn the notice 
he had given. (Of Human Bondage) 
(φ→s) 
When I was a member of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police， 1 received 
information one eleGtion day that a certain committee room in Quebec City con-
tained contraband alcohol. (Reader's Digest Nov. 1975) 
insistence 
(G-s) 
These dictatorships in the United N ations see nothing inconsistent or hypocriti-
cal apparently in th巴irinsistence that Rhodesia be governed by majority rule. 
(Good-bye) 
(φ-s) 
Despite insistence by the U. S. Navy， the Coast Guard and the National Ocean 
Survey that disasters within the so-called Triangle can be explained by natural 
causes， cultists continue to suspect the worst. (Reader's Digest August 1975) 
knowledge 
(T-s) 
On the other hand， the knowledge that it was there if he really needed it had 
much to do with giving him strength to do without it. (Cancer) 
(there-T -s) 
There was no reproach either in their faces or in their hearts， only the knowl-
edge that they must die in order that he might remain alive， and that this was part 
of the unavoidable order of things. (1984) 
tφ 合
With the atomic age came knowledge that the sun is a nuclear fumace. 
(Reader's Digest May 1976) 
pretence 
(T-s) 
He cou)d not even fal back on !he pretence that he had come to borrow the 
dictionary， because in that case Julia's presence was impossible to e況plain.(1984) 
(N-s) 
She listened carelessly to his remarks， with her eyes on other diners， and made 
(47) 
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no pretence that she was interested in him (Of Human Bondage) 
revelation 
(T-s) 
Prompted by the revelation that the late FBI director J. Edgar Hoover had 
ωnducted a vicious vendetta to discrモ，ditKing， the Justice Department is probing 
both the FBI's harassment of him and its investigation of his death. 
(Time Jan. 26 1976) 
(T -pl) 
Big business in America has been hurt in past months by recession and inflation， 
but no wound has been more grievous than the revelations that it has used its money 
to influence public officials at home and abroad. (Tim巴Jan.261976) 
(φpl) 
Former Prime Minister Gough Whitlam's massive defeat by Malcolm Fraser in 
last December's election came largely as result of revelations that Australian Labor 
P冶rtyministers had covertly sought billions of Arab petrodollars to finance the 
nation's ambitious development projects. (Time March 8 1976) 
(there-φpl) 
In the Middle East， there have been r'evelations that huge “agent's fees" for 
arms purchases have been paid to member百ofSaudi Arabia's large royal household. 
(Time Feb. 23 1976) 
speculation 
(T-s) 
Kennedy himself has turned down most out-of-state speaking invitations， 
explaining along with his regrets that to accept would be further to encourage the 
speculation that he is running. (N巴wsweekJune 2 1975) 
(D-s) 
The failure of the Communists to quickly install an official government to 
repla四 GeneralTra and his eleven-member Military Manage況lentCommittee led 
to some speculation that the N orth Vietnamese and the Viet Cong might be at odds 
on the composition of the government-with Hanoi opposed to participation by any 
neutralists or“third force" South Vietnamese. (Newsweek May 19 1975) 
(φ-s) 
1 can hardly feel happy about speculation that Spain might be asked to join 
NATO as a replacement for Portugal， should Lisbon withdraw from the alliance 
(EUROPE， March 31). (Newsweek May 12 1975) 
(thereφ-s) 
There has been speculation that some of the material was being off-loaded too， 
(48) 
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for use in AIgeria's fight with Morocco over the Spanish Sahara. 
(Time March 1 1976) 
testimony 
(G-s) 
As the trial resumed the next day， Browning got Patty to admit that her 
testimony that she lived in constant fear of her captors was e況aggerated.
(Time March 1 1976) 
(φs) 
Those cIaims are misleading， the FTC decided， citing scientific testimony that 
Listerine has “no efficacy" in either preventing or helping to cure sorモthroatsand 




The bishops were particularIy disturbed by the mounting evidence that Pi-
nochet was not living up to his Pledge. (Time Jan. 12 1976) 
(N-s) 
The pledge was made and ITT was aIIowed to kぽ pHartford， but Watergate 
Special Prosecutor Leon Jaworski later reported that he found no evidence that 
ITT officials had acted iIegaIIy. (Time Jan. 26 1976) 
(there-N-s) 
Yet there is no evidence that nitrosamines from nitrates and nitrites in the 
American diet are a threat. (Newsweek Jan. 26 1976) 
(D-s) 
ControIIed tests in several medical centers provide some evidence that the 
technique slows down the body metabolism and reduces blood pressure 
(Reader's Digest Jan. 1976) 
(there-D-s) 
Can wiIpower forαthe brain's message through? There is some evidence 
that it can， spasmodicaIIy， at moments of great stress. (Reader's Digest Oct. 1975) 
(D-s) 
‘Do you see any evidence that that is happening? Or any reason why it 
should ?' (1984) 
(D-s) 
AIso， scientists are finding more and more evidence that there may be great 




Dr. Rubin says，“There's a considerable body of evidence that alcohol exerts a 
direct toxic action on the heart， causing a progressive weakening of the mus氾le
its巴lf. (Reader's Digest Sep. 1975) 
(there-D-s) 
There is E'担tyof evidence from new studi白 ofbe坦並史生笠thisworks 
(Reader's Digest June 1975) 
(φs) 
Perhaps rejection of the Concorde would be巴videncethe U. S. is becoming a 
power interested in preserving its environment. (Time Feb. 9 1976) 
(there φs) 
And last week， although nothing so violent yet seemed imminent， there was 
ampl巴evidencethat the radical campaign that toppled Teng was shifting into high 
gear and that the Peking power struggle was intensifying. 




The other side of this coin 明 uallyruinous to using your head-is to become 
a perpetual student， forever taking courses， inthe delusion that someday you will 
know enough to begin to think on your own. (Reader's Digest Oct. 1975) 
(φpl) 
Friedrich succinctly 児 tellsthe pathetic stories of such diverse victims of 
aberration as Robert Schumann， the Marquis de Sade， Edgar Allan Poe， Scott and 
Zelda Fitzgerald， Scott Joplin， James Forrestal and Joe Louis， who suffered from 
delusions that gangsters we問 tηringto kil him. (Tim巴Feb.16 1976) 
並位里虫旦
(G-s) 
The rest of the boys， for reasons best known to them鈴 lves，though they loathed 
the master， took his side in the affair， and， toshow their indignation that the school's 
business had been dealt with outside， made things as uncomfortable as they could 
for Walters's younger brother， who sti1l remained. (Of Human Bondage) 
(φs) 
Indeed， an English couple visiting the Boston establishment were filled with 
indignation that their churches had allowed the original tr官asurモsto be pirated to 





When at last the news came that the Vicar was dying Philip， who had been 
thinking of other things， was taken by surprise. (Of Human Bondage) 
(D-s) 
In the spring of 1976 there was a cartoon in the Daily E唱tressshowing an 
ultramodern young curate being closely questioned by his ecclesiastical superior in 
connexion with reports of his ‘psychedelic sermons'， while in the U. S. A. the issue of 
Newsweek for 1 May 1976 included a mention 01 news thatヘ.hippies are smoking 
dried banana peels to get a psychedelic kick'. (The Changing English Language) 
tφ 合
But when news reached the United States that Simas had been transferred to 
Vladimir， the joy felt by Mrs. Paegle and Mrs. Kezys turned to apprehension. They 
knew well the reputation of this prison. (Reader's Digest Sep. 1975) 
story 
(T-s) 
On the day that Socialist Leader De Martino announced his party's 
decision to withdraw support for the government， the New York Times and the 
Washington Post simultaneously printed the embarrassing story that the CIA had 
been authorized to give $6 million in secret aid to non-Communinst Italian parties 
-most of it， apparently， to the ruling Christian Democrats. (Time Jan. 19 1976) 
(φpl) 
And on the very day last week that South Vietnam's President Thieu resigned， 
Philippine officials leaked stori巴sto the local press that Manila was moving to open 
relations with Hanoi. (N ewsweek May 5 1975) 
word 
(T-s) 
Agency leaders we陀 passingthe word last week th笠theywould welcome a 
grant of $500 per family unit to defray costs. (Newsweek May 5 1975) 
(G-s) 
Theyarモlikewiselargely willing to accept his word that he is not running← at 
any rate not now. (Newsweek June 2 1975) 
(φ-s) 
Some hours later， we are sent word that the leader is il， suffering from a 






THE 所有格 A(N) 否定限定辞 その他の限定辞 限定辞なし
¥ヤ¥ 単 複 単 複 単 複 単 複 単 複 計
acceptance 1 (1) 1(1) 
Id admission 2 2 (1) any2 6(1) 
Id agreement 1 1 1(2) 3(2) 
Df announcement 3 2 3 9 
Df assertion 8 出is1 10 
Id assurance 3 3 2 1(1) 組yl(l) 1 4 16(2) pl somel 
Df belief 30 10 10(4) 50(4) 
Id charge l 1 1 1 8 12 pl 
Df claim 14 4 2 5 2 27 pl 
pl complaint l 1 1 2 5 
Df conviction 5 6 4 SQme 15(1) 回rtoll
Df declaration 2 l 3 
Id demand 2 l 5 9 pl 
Df demonstration 2 2 5 
Id fear 1 5 制5) 14(3) 5(4 )1 41a~ pl 
Df feeling 36(3) 2 29(1目 l 出anayt(l I) (1) 69(1自
Id guarantee 1 1 2 2(2) anY(l) 1 7(3) 
Id hope 11 1 5(1) 2(3) m そ.. のoncmyh千也e(I1(Ul ) 1 4(2) 4(1 )12引10)pl 
Df implication 3 1 4 
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THE 所有格 A(N) 否定限定辞 その他の限定辞 限定辞なし
単 複 単 複 単 複 単 複 単 複 計
Id indication 1 5 1(2) (1) 揖田vmeml (3) 制6)pI 
objection 1 l 2 
persuaSlOn l 1 2 
Id prediction 1 1 1(1) 3(1) pI 
pl promIse 1 1 anyl 1 5 
Id proof 2 2 (3) one 10 15(3) morel 
a 
9(1) Df proposal 7 2 n町ber01(1) 
Df realization 8(1) (2) 8(3)1 
IDf recognition 4 1(1) 6(1) 
recommendation I 1 2 
Df remark 1 2 1 4 
IDf reminder (1) 5 加。出.erpolfE1(Iy ) 6(2) 1 
Id report l l 1(6) 14(6) pI 
IDf request 3 4 7 
Df requirement 8 1 1(1) (1) 釦mel 1以2)
Df rule 6 1 7 
Id rumo(u)r 4 1 2(1) 1(5) 18(6) pI 
Df sense 21 6 any 1 28 
Id sIgn 2 2 8 2(6) ev田e可yl (1) sRaoEafmney、evl({41)} 唱i 2(1~ 19(29) pI 
IDf statement 1 2 5 8 
Df suggestion 1 7 1(1) (1) 3 2(2) pl 
Df SusplcIOn 5 2 2 (1) any(l) 4 l 14(2) Id 
Df understanding 4 1(1) 5(1) 
(53) 
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THE 所有格 A(N) 否定限定辞 その他の限定調 限定辞なし
単 複 単 複 単 複 単 複 単 複 計
IDf warmng 4 3(1) 8(1) Id， pl
Df wish 3 1 1 5 
1 
IDf awareness 3 5 
Df certainty 2 1 加y(l) 5(1) 
Id likelihood 1 (2) (1) eavney可(14)) 1(8) 
Df possibility 2創2) (8) (2) esovtahemnrayet 2 (11〉) 31(1~ 
II 
IDf chance (1) (9) (3) Ú~ 
IDf danger 2 (5) (1) sc叩e(l) (1) 2(8) 
Df doctrine 4 I 5 
extent l 2 
Df generalization 4 l 5 
Df idea 
田y2
pl 44 2 2 15 3 some4 I 74 
出sl
Df iIusion 2 1 any 1 4 
Df interpretation 3 1 4 
Df message 1 2 4 IDf 
Df notion 13 14 
Df opmJOn 9 10 
Df risk 1(1) (1) 1(2) 
satisfaction 1 2 
Df theory 11 2 1(1) 14(1) 











mand， demonstration， remark， statementがある。他は，定冠詞をもっ
例の方が所有格をもっ例より多い。表からわかる通り， definiteな限定辞と
して定冠詞だけをもっ名調も多数みられる。比較的例数を多くもつ名調の
中から一部選んでみると，proposal， realization， sense， possibility， notion， 
opinion等を挙げることができる。
・不定冠調をもっ例が多い名詞は，夫々の名詞のもつ例数は少ないが，recogni-




・複数形で用いられる例数の多いものとしては，charge， demand， indication， 




• guarantee， indication， proof， sign， chanceは，否定の限定辞の付加し
た例数が目立つ。また， there is構文の主語に用いられた例も多い。







fear for fear (that)節 ( 8伊U)
hope : inthe hope that節 ( 4例)
sense in the sense that節 (17例)
understanding : on the understanding that節 ( 2例)
extent : to the extent that節 ( 1例)
idea : with the idea that節 ( 6例)





“To Martin， cutting down the tree represented the final a氏定ptancethat the jig 
was up-and he was constitutionally unable to do that，" one embassy official told 
me. (Newsweek May 12 1975) 
(A) 
The [new ] Minister of Overseas Development， Mr Bottomley， has been relegated 
from the Cabinet. Overs四 said has been cut and worse stil， there is an acceptance 
that litle more can be exp氏 tedin future. (Good-bye) 
admission 
(T-s) 
During 1891 Zamenhof wrote nurnerous articles for La Eゆerantisto，but in no. 
52 he had to make the rueful admission that， for want of money， he would have to 
abandon his Esperantist activities for a time. (Zamenhof) 
(A) 
It is not an argument for sw巴巴tmaternal submission to the household gods but 
for an admission that， unless society is transformed in an almost utopian way (far 
beyond merely providing daycare centers)， women cannot free themselves totally 
from the destiny of raising children. (Time Jan.5 1976) 
(there-N -s) 
There was， of course， no admission that any change had taken place. Merely 
it b巴:cameknown， with extreme suddenness and everywhere at once， that Eastasia 
(56) 
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and not Eurasia was the enemy. (1984) 
(D-s) 
Books， also， were recalled and rewritten again and again， and were invariably 
reissued without any admission that any alteration had b町四 made. (1984) 
agreement 
(T-s) 
Perhaps Philip would have settled down but for theagr閃 mentthat if he did not 
like the work he could leave after a year， and get back half the money paid for his 
articles. (Of Human Bondage) 
(A) 
All it may involve is a mutual-perhaps even unspoken-agreement that the 
hard work and sacrifice that a man and a woman contribute to a marriage get equal 
consideration when the going gets a litle rough. (Readeぽr、DigestJune 1975) 
ゆ-s)
Moreover， when Washington finally began directly asking other nations to help， 
the most it could get was vague agreement from Italy， Argentina， Brazil and Chile 
that they “might" take some of the refugees. (Newsweek May 5 1975) 
(there-φ-s) 
But there was general agreement that children who cannot get on with people 
often can with pets. (Reader's Digest Jan. 1976) 
announcement 
(T-s) 
The announcement that Bill's painting had won was followed by a national 
furor and one of the most extraodinary events in the history of art and equity law. 
(Reader's D.igest April 1976) 
(G-s) 
Everywhere， Egyptian President Anwar Sadat's surprise announcement thatthe 
canal would r田 penin June was interpreted as a silent olive branch held up in the 
tense Middle East. (Reader's Dig疋stAugust 1975) 
(A) 
His decision to come to England was caused directly by an announcement from 
Leonard Upjohn that a publisher had cons巴nt吋 toprint t he poems. 
(Of Human Bondage) 
(φ-pl) 
They are fed， too， by announcements like the one laは weekthat five new 
Jewish settlements will be established in the Jordan Valley by the end of the year. 






There was no lack of documentation for Lockheed'd ass氾rtionthat it had paid 
about $2 million in bribes to land a $60 million contract for C-130s in Italy. 
(Newsweek Feb. 23 1976) 
(A) 
He doesn't advocate absolute darkness-more of a twilight-and make an 
assertion， with which most other doctors ag向島 thata practical obstetrician can 
sεnse trouble in many ways other than by sight. (Reader's Digest Feb. 1976) 
(D-s) 
Sakharov was intrigued by this assertion that the KGB withheld momentous 
information that might have spared the Arabs their military debacle. 
(Reader's Digest August 1975) 
assurance 
(T-s) 
Men， for巴xample，find it difficult to accept the assurance that a vasectomy 
does not hinder sexual virility. (Time March 8 1976) 
(G-s) 
Under th巴circumstances，Henry Kissinger's assurance that Washington would 
stand by it friends offered a measure of relief， and the U. S. clearly retained the 
military power to defend Westem Europe. (Newsweek May 12 1975) 
(A) 
Diplomatic sources said South Africa was drawing up a plan to pull its troops 
out of southem Angola and recognize the Popular Movement in return for an 
assurance that its “interest" in Angola would be safeguarded. 
(Newsweek Feb. 23 1976) 
(N-s) 
Noting that the Communists have so far given no direct assurance they would 
deal with any non-Communist politician-including Mihn-the diplomat said he 
believed the Viet Cong are now“too mean-spirited to ea田 Saigon'sdiscomfort [in 
any wayJ (Newsweek May 5 1975) 
(there-N -s) 
As many as 400 million may be in peril of starving this year in Asia， Africa and 
Latin America， and there is no assurance that the situation will not worsen next 
year (Reader's Digest June 1975) 
(D-s) 
But the smooth succession ceremony did not provide any solid assurance that 




(Newsweek Jan. 26 1976) 
(there-D-s) 
N ot until al the whaling nations (IWC members and others) agree to a com 
prehensive and enforceable conservation program will there be any assurance that 
these friendly， gentle and intelligent sea mammals can survive. 
(Reader's Digest Sep. 1975) 
(D-s) 
To justify the expense， coal men need a guaranteed market-and for that 
potential buyers have to have some assurance that the fuel can be bumed in 
complianc芯 withclean-air laws. (Time March 1 1976) 
(φ-s) 
The Vicar， notwithstanding medical assurance that the boy was no longer 
infectious， received him with suspicion. (Of Human Bondage) 
(φpl) 
As Moynihan put it，“For too long we have been given prIvate assurances that 
public obscenities were not meant." (Time Jan. 26 1976) 
belief 
(T-s) 
They share the belief that our economy will continue to do well. 
(Time Feb. 2 1976) 
(G-s) 
Central to Mao's highly personal vision of China's future is his belief that hecan 
create a“new man，" whose motives for working will be quite differモntfrom those 
of any Webstemer. (Reader's Digest July 1975) 
(A) 
That suggests a Government belief that price fixing extended not just to 70% 
of box sales， but also to almost the industry's total volum巴. (Time March 1 1976) 
(th氾re-A)
There is a widespread belief that the death penalty was prescribed for the study 
of Esperanto in Hitler Germany， but this does not seem to be proved. (Zamenhof) 
charge 
(T-s) 
What about the charge that you are damaging the image of the U. S. and 
endangering the survival of governments friendly to the U. S. ? 
(Newsweek Feb.23 1976) 
(G-s) 
Whatever the South Vietnamese may have felt， however， a good many Ameri 
(59) 
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cans were simply exasperated by Thieu's charge that Saigon had lost out because 
of inadequate American aid. (Newsweek May 5 1975) 
(G-pl) 
Thenhis charges that the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Develop. 
ment (OECD) had projected ramp⑪nt inflation for Australia in 1976 were greeted by 
embarrassing disclaimers from OECD officers in Paris. (N ewsweek Dec. 15 1975) 
(A) 
At his own rモ，quest，Gui was not invited to join the Cabinet pending inv巴stiga-
tion of a charge that he accepted bribes from Lockheed. (Newsweek Feb. 23 1976) 
(φ-pl) 
In Italy， policemen launched a search for Camillo Crociani， former president of 
a state-affiliated holding company， who is wanted to answer charges that he served 
as a middleman in one of Lockheed's deals in Italy. (Time March 8 1976) 
claim 
(T-s) 
Finally， he has had specialists give Patty a polygraph test (a favorite Bailey 
deviα); the results， he says， support the claim that she believed herself always 
under threat. (Time Feb. 16 1976) 
(G-s) 
Astronomers stil give litle credence to his claim thatVenus was expelled from 
Jupiter as a comet， or that Earth's axis suddenly tilt巴，dsome 3500 and 2700 years 
ago. (Reader's Digest Jan. 1976) 
(G-pl) 
He declarモdthat despite al he had heard from her he could not believe Patty's 
claims that she had been coerced by the S. L. A. (Time Feb. 23 1976) 
(A) 
Both UOB and SOB embody a claim that languages cannot differ in their base 
order， either because order is not relevant to base structures or because it is not a 
finguistic variabl巴 (OnCase Grammar) 
(φpl) 
Love， someone said， isthe d巴sirefor knowledge of another. By this definition， 
claims that dogs love men are not so maudlin as they sometimes seem. 
(Reader's Digest Sep. 1975) 
complaint 
(T-s) 
He supports detante in principle but echoes the complaint of many conserva-




More typical of Maugham was his complaint some years ago that he couldn't 
read modern novels without a dictionary since the authors used so much slang 
(The Changing English Language) 
(A) 
Last week syndicated Columnist Max Lerner， a 1 iberal ， added a complaint that 
the press has created an undeserved“oraeal of ridicule" for Ford that“will affect 
not only his personal showing against R伺 gan，which isn't so important for the 
nation， but also the Administration conduct of foreign and domestic policy， which 
is." (Time Jan. 12 1976) 
(φ-pl) 
While his proposals prompted complaints from some experts that he would 
have to curtail essential goveロunentservices to finance his incentives， and that they 
would be inflationary to boot， the speech marked an upturn in his poll showings and 
even touched off a stock-market rally. (Newsweek Dec. 15 1975) 
conviction 
(T-s) 
But when I began to work for Esperanto， I met with so many difficulties， that 
willy-nilly I had to let my hands fal， and reached the conviction that the world was 
not yet mature enough for this great idea. (Zamenhof) 
(G-s) 
Then， too Dewey had become aware of several particulars that reinforced his 
conviction that at leaは oneof the murderers was emotionally involved with the 
victims， and felt for them， even as he destroyed them， a certain twisted tenderness. 
(In Cold Blood) 
(A) 
There was no way of knowing whose job would finally be adopted， but he felt 
a profound conviction that it would be his own. (1984) 
(there-D-s) 
Deep down， there is some sort of inherited conviction that they have the right 
to be the arbiters of Ireland's destiny and that， inpursuance of that right， they can 
take human life. (Reader's Digest August 1975) 
de氾laration
(G-s) 
Ford in effect acknowledged the same thing with his declaration that America's 




These consist正~d in a form to be filled up with the appJicant's name. asre， and 
school; a solemn dec1aration to be signed that he would read a set portion of Holy 
Scripture every night for a year; and a request for half a crown. 
demand 
(T-s) 
(Of Human Bondage) 
They particular1y objected to the demand that the Communists should for-
maJize their tacit support of the government. (Time Jan. 19 1976) 
(G-s) 
In doing so， Tokyo agreed to Peking's demand that the treaty inc1ude a c1ause 
opposing “hegemony" -China's cuπent cod巴wordfor Moscow's expansionist (in the 
Chinese view) foreign policy. (Time Jan. 26 1976) 
(A) 
Loosely based on Homer's 0めISSey，with Yul Brynner playing the Greek 
wanderer， the show had endless problems during a year10ng eleven-city tour， 
inc1uding a demand by Writer Erich (Love Sory) Segal that his name be removed 
from the credits. (Time Jan. 19 1976) 
(ゆ pl)
U nJike his prede吃essor，Edgar F. Shannon Jr.， Her巴fordrefused demandsthat he 
renounce his Faロningtonmembership. (Time Feb.9 1976) 
demonstration 
(T-s) 
And he went on :“The demonstration that wonderful people can and do exist 
even though in veηT short supply and having feet of c1ay-is enough to give us 
courage， hope， strength to fight on， faith in ourselves and in our own possibilities for 
growth." (Time Feb. 9 1976) 
(G-s) 
But once more the phonomena conceming morphology， agreement and word 
order are not incompatible with cyc1e-terminating (semi-) subject-formation， as is 
his demonstration that the choice of ergative v. subject morphology can be b明 edon 
quite superficial syntactic considerations (cf. e. g. the phenomena from Chukchee 
noted above). (On Case Grammar) 
(A) 
The forecast was a dramatic demonstration that s氾ientistsare on the verge of 
being able to predict the time， place and even the size of earthquakes-which， along 
with f1oods， fires and landslides they have triggered during recorded history， have 





Although the pain had brought the sweat out on his forehead， the worst of al 
was the fear that his backbone was about to snap. (1984) 
(G-s) 
We talked some more， mostly of his fear that his work on Parkinson's would 
be incomplet巴 ifhe died， hamstrung by bureaucracy， mired in “a conspiracy of 
second-rate minds." (Reader's Digest Oct. 1975) 
(A) 
The predominant reason for al the hostility and resentment seemed to be a fear 
that the new arrivals would quickly join the welfare rolls and perhaps even compete 
with out-of-work Americans scarce jobs. (Newsweek May 12 1975) 
(there-A) 
There was a lingering fear in Washington last w回 kthat， inthe chaos of the 
final collapse of Saigon， even more American lives might be lost 
(Newsweek May 5 1975) 
(φ-s) 
No prudent Italian politician would think of accepting any money now， for fear 
that his face might appear the next day in some American newspaper 
(Time Jan. 19) 
(there-φ-s) 
Even though the U. S. was stil mired in its most painful postwar recession， 
there was already widespread fear that too much government stimulus now might 
cause an even worse boom-bust in 1976 or 1977. (Newswぽ kMay 12 1975) 
(φpl) 
A short time later， the crunch of another explosion triggered fears that a 
mortar shell had hit i.he embassy. (Newsweek May 12 1975) 
(there φpl) 
Although most Lebanese began breathing easier for the first time in weeks， 
there were fears that the truce was a fragile one and could again dissolve into 
fighting. (Time Feb.9 1976) 
feeling 
(T-s) 
The worst thing was the pain in his belly. For a couple of minutes he had the 
feeling that he would die if he did not reach a lavatory soon. (1984) 
(there-T -s) 
Here the situation is a litle more complicated， since it would appear that in the 
English of both Britain and the North American continent there has slowly arisen 
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the feeling that there is something vaguely improper or ill-mannered about the use 
of the pronoun‘me'. (The Changing English Language) 
(G-s) 
He was a litle horrified by her feeling that her body was a commodity which 
she could deliver indifferently as an acknowledgement for services rendered 
(Of Human Bondage) 
(A) 
He had a queer feeling that by accepting every humiliation， by going out to 
meet it even， he was forcing the hand of fate. (Of Human Bondage) 
(there-A) 
Today there is a genum吃 feelingthat he has a very good chance of being the 
third member of the Nehru family to bec口mePrime Minister. (Time Feb. 2 1976) 
(N-s) 
The news gav巴hima peculiar shock. It reminded him of his own mortality， 
for like everyone else Philip， knowing petfectly that al men must die， had no 
intimate feeling that the same apply to himself; and Hayward's death， though he 
had long cea白河jto have any warm feeling for him， affected him deeply 
(Of Human Bondage) 
(D-s) 
The new-born child does not realize that his body is more a part of himself than 
surrounding objects， and will play with his toes without any feeling that they belong 
to him more than the rattle by his side; and it is only by degrees， through pain， that 
he understands the fact of the body. (Of Human Bondage) 
(there-D-s) 
He was only happy while he was working and when he got into bed. And often 
there recurred to him then that queer feeling that his life with al its misery was 
nothing but a dream， and that he would awake in the morning in his own litle bed 
in London. (Of Human Bondage) 
(ther巴 φs)
Laird: 1 agree that the United States ought to put its economic house in order 
forthwith. But there is widespread feelin喧thatwe cannot be expected to solve the 
problems of the West al by ourselves. (Reader's Digest Sep. 1975) 
guarantee 
(T -s) (T -pl) 
However tightly the decision had been held， itwould later become clear that the 
President had approved， for five days， a breach in the guarantees that the American 
Constitution holds for its citizens: freedom of religion， speech， press， peaceful 
assembly; freedom from unreasonable search and seizure; and the further guaran-
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tee tha t no person shall “be deprived of life， liberty， or property， without due process 
of law." (Reader's Digest July 1975) 
(A) 
President Franjieh acted [on the Syrian initiative] when he had a guarantee 
that what was accepted would be implemented. (Time Feb. 2 1976) 
(N-s) 
The declarations by some European Communist parties of new objectives 
contam no guarantee that they will be kept. (Newsweek March 15 1976) 
(there-N-s) 
Unlike the acts of the other party are subject to public opinion， tothe press and 
to a freely elected parliament， there is absolutely no guarantee that any agreement 
will not be broken overnight. (Reader's Digest N ov. 1975) 
(there-D-s) 
If Hanoi's men hang on in key positions， Vietnam's， traditional north-south 
rivalry could surface again. N or is there any guarantee that the Communists can 
transform southern submissiveness into the enthusiasm needed to make the new 
system really go. (Newsweek May 3 1976) 
(φpl) 
Last we巴kForeign Minister Khaddam， after a meeting with the Palestine 
Liberation Organization's Yasser Arafat， gave g¥larantees to Lebanese Christians 
that the fedayeen would abide by prior (but mostly ignored) agreements to restrict 
their military activities within Lebanon. (Time Feb. 9 1976) 
hope 
(T-s) 
People have expressed the hope that when the Maya hieroglyphics are fully 
decipherモd，theγwill disclose what it was that killed the Maya culture 
(Reader's Digest Sep. 1975) 
(T-pl) 
The Administration's response to Chou's death was a verbal sign of the im-
portance Washington attaches to Sino-American relations and， by indirection， of 
the hopes it has that Teng will continue Chou's policies. (Time Jan. 19 1976) 
(A) 
But others， including Britain's Foreign Secretary， James Callaghan， express巴d
a hope that with Vietnam behind it， the U. S. would refocus its attention on the 
collective 向山rityof Western Europe. (Newswぽ kMay 12 1975) 
(there-A) 
Despite its gains on仕lebattlefield， there is stil a sl沼hthope that Agostinho 
Neto's Luanda government might consider some sort of political settlement with 
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(Time Feb. 9 1976) 
The White House even at this early stage held out almost no hope the Cam. 
bodians could be persuaded to release the Mayaguez voluntarily. 
(Newsweek May 26 1975) 
(there-N -s) 
There are 30-odd major species of table-grade fish， many of which a陀 over.
fished. And there is 1itle hope that overfishing will cease. 
(Reader's Digest June 1975)) 
(there-D-s) 
He then analysed the question along the lines: was an intemational language 
needed? was it， inprinciple， possible? was ther巴anyhope that it might be put into 
practical use? (Zamenhof) 
(D-s) 
The regulars hold out some faint hope that somebody can embarrass Wallace 
somewhere in the primaries-perhaps Lloyd Bentsen in Tennessee-or that his 
chancy health will force him from the field. (Newsw田 kJune 2 1975) 
(D-s) 
The trouble was that few Bostonians held out much hopethat White， or anyone 
else， would emerge as a peacemaker. (Newsweek May 3 1976) 
(there-D-s) 
And although Premier Rashid Karami announced a cease-fire late in the week， 
there was not much hope it would hold for long. (Newsweek Jan. 26 1976) 
(there-D-s) 
But suddenly last week there was a glimmer of hope that a sensible dialogue 
between the industrialized and underdeveloped nations could be joined. 
(Newsweek May 26 1976) 
(φs) 
An aristocrat by birth and a revolutionary by conviction， Vayo never lost hope 
that the Franco regime would be toppled. (Newsweek May 19 1975) 
(there-ql-s) 
There is hop巴thatthe food situation will improve， but the present scarcity of 
quality consumer goods is already built into the new five-year plan. 
(Time March 8 1976) 
(φ-pl) 
The reason for the delay is that he cherishes hopes that President Ford may tap 
him as his 1976 running mate. (Newsweek May 3 1976) 
(there φpl) 
Like several other informants， this source was careful to say that the intention 
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had been to“eliminate" Castro; there were at least perfunctory hopes that he could 
be r官movedfrom power without shedding his blood. (Newsweek June 2 1975) 
implication 
(T-s) 
Shultz had a score of charges， but underlying them al was the implication that 
because of community pressure， Fleming and Smith had deliberately neglected their 
duties. (In Cold Blood) 
(A) 
On a number of occasions-m凶 tre田 ntlyon ABC， two days after the three 
London policemen were murderモ~d ， a programme for which Lord Hill apologized-
the police have been shown either as a gang of bullies or as a jest with a subtle 




The first indications that life was astir arモvestigesof comparatively simple 
and lovely things; the shells of small shellfish， the stems and flower-like heads of 
zoophytes， seaweeds， 'nd the tracks and remains of sea-woロnsand crustacea. 
(Wells) 
(A) 
“This deal is a clear indication that the Soviets arモstilcommitted to cooperat-
ing with the West，" trumpeted one high-ranking West German diplomat 
(Newsweek Dec. 15 1975) 
(N-s) 
Smith then invited Britain to suggest possible means to a solution but gave no 
indication he would retreat from his frequently expressed vow that black majority 
rule would never occur “in my lifetime，" a position London has always rejected. 
(Time March 1 1976) 
(there-N -s) 
The report noted prominently that there was“no indication that either of the 
giant banks...faces any immediat疋 financialdifficulties，" but it added that Chase 
had been criticized for “poor" management and “horrendous" operating conditions， 
while fully 9 per cent of al of Citibank's outstanding loans fel into the questionable 
category. (Newsweek Jan.26 1976) 
(there-N -pl) 
There were no indications， however， that a complete evacuation of American 
Embassy personell was in the immediate offing-nor did it seem that the Laotian 
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Government wanted to break off with the United States entirely 
(Newsweek June 2 1975) 
の-pl)
Epglish is not so s氾mi-subject-fonning((12ηcan be maintained); but we shall 
in a moment consider some indications that it is only partially subject-fonning， i 
e. that there are constructions in English which apparモntlylack subject-fonnation 
(On Case Grammar) 
(D-pl) 
By noon we arrived at a village that serves as a retreat and rest area supposedly 
by prearrangement， but it is only the first of several indications that internal 
communications carried by foot and messenger are not always perfect. 
(Time Feb. 9 1976) 
(there-φ-pl) 
There were indications last week that the govemment of India was preparing 
to announce a similar program for its employees throughout the country. 
(Time March 8 1976) 
objection 
(T-s) 
Unfortunately the practical result of this state of affairs is that anyone saying 
that a particular word beginning with ‘un-' has only just begun to appe沼rin English 
lays himself open to the objection that it has probably been current for a very long 
time， and that the mere fact that it is not listed in a dictionary does not suffice to 
disprove its existen巴氾 inearlier years. (The Changing English Language) 
(A) 
While Mr Justice H. E. Davies was presiding over the trial of these alleged 
terrorists he ruled on an objection by defence counsel that laws made by Mr Ian 
Smith's Government were illegal. (Good-bye) 
persuation 
(T-s) 
She completely dispelled the persuation that Asia was in some irrevocable way 
hopelessly behind Europe. (Wells) 
(A) 
He received considerable support from the big industrialists and financiers 
because they had a perhaps exaggerated idea of the ability of the 'red' revolu. 
tionaries to expropriate them and a fond persuation that after his adventurer had 





Since output per man-hour is rising as production picks up， the Council of 
Economic Advisers regards that prospect as no thr官atto Its prediction that the rate 
of inflation will slow to 6% this year， from 9.2% in 1975. (Time March 8 1976) 
(A) 
Despite a $20 million advertising campaign and a company prediction that 
“several million" of the cameras would prob岨blybe sold in the first year， Polaroid 
actually managed to sel only 470，000 SX-70's in 1973. (Newsweek May 3 1976) 
(φpl) 
Early predictions that a massive transfer of wealth to the oil-producing states 
would cripple the industrial world's financial and production systems have proved 
unfounded. (Time Jan. 19 1976) 
(thereφpl) 
At week's end there were predictions that Britain and France were also 
considering recognition. (Time Feb. 23 1976) 
promls巴
(G-s) 
According to Soviet statistics published last month， Brezhnev's promIse in 1971 
that production of∞nsumer goods would be raised by at least 44% during the five 
year plan fel 11% short of its goal. (Time March 8 1976) 
(G-pl) 
The two branches of government clashed again 0干era bit of now-ancient 
history: Richard Nixon's secret promises to Saigon that the U. S. would respond 
“with ful force" if N orth Vietnam violated the Paris accords 
(Newsweek May 12 1975) 
(A) 
As short a tIme as February， the Ministry of Plenty had issued a promise (a 
uategorical pledge' were the official words)出atthere would be no reduction of the 
chocolate ration during 1984. (1984) 
のs)
Another is the fact that despite a personal visit to Peking by President Ne Win 
last N ovember， the Chinese refuse to make any pr盟主己主主!cthey will stop giving 
aid to Burmese insurgents. (Time Feb. 9 1976) 
(φpl) 
Declared the President :“The American people know that promises that the 
Federal Govenment will do more for them every year have not been ke拭 1make 






So we come at long last to the proof that even a major unclear power can find 
itself by weakness with the same choice as a cornered rat. 
(Reader's Digest Sep. 1975) 
(A) 
‘With the greatest respect， Lord Mayfield， you imagined you saw him. The 
shadow cast by the branch of a tree deceived you. The fact that a robbery 
occurred naturally seemed a proof that what you had imagined was true.' 
(Christie) 
(there-N -s) 
Concludes Parlee:“We believe that hormonal change brings certain sensory 
change， but there is no scientific proof that the hormones make any difference in a 
woman's behavior." (Time Feb. 23 1976) 
(D-s) 
‘Y ou mean they usually leave a letter when it's suicide ア
‘Exactly.' 
‘In fact， one more proof that it isn 't suicide?' 
He moved away. 
(φs) 
(Christie) 
To Patty， the attack was区虫色国tthe FBI would not hesitate to kil her. 
(Time Feb. 23 1976) 
区盟笠al
(T-s) 
A number of apparent counter-examples to the proposal that subject-foロnation
is of this character seem to depend on analyses which are inadequate on other 
grounds. (On Case Grammar) 
(A) 
Castro also rモspondedenthusiastically to what amounted to a Latin version of 
Ping Pong diplomacy: a proposal by McGovern that American baseball and 
basketball teams visit Cuba and a request that the parents of Boston Red Sox 
pitcher Luis Tiant be allowed to travel from Cuba to the U. S. to see their son play 
major-Ieague ball. (Newsw閃 kMay 19 1975) 
(there-D-pl) 
There have b田:na number .of proposals that the topic of a sentence be charac-
terised by the presence of a NP which originates outside the S which ‘comments' on 





One decisive ingredient of recovery will be the realization that int疋mational
economies are now closely interwoven and becoming more so. (Time Feb. 2 1976) 
(there-T -s) 
There was stil one final scene to be played out-the evacuation of the last 
Americans in Saigon-and that could yet tum 暗 ly，and perhaps even bloody 
Then， too， there was the anguished realization that it would be impossible for the 
u. S. to resにueal of the thousands of South Vietnamese who had staked their lives 
on American's commitment to their country. (Newsweek May 5 1975) 
(there-A) 
There was a slow realization on th氾 partof the American people that it had 
been rushed into something for which it was totally unprepared. (Wells) 
recognition 
(T-s) 
But by al accounts， Ford has eamed his laurels， spending morモtimein detailed 
probing than any President since Harry Truman. “He has the simple recognition 
that you have to go behind the numbers，" says Lynn. (Newsweek Jan. 26 1976) 
(A) 
The existence of tht三usageis at any rate a healthy recognition that appearance 
and reality are not the same thing. (The Changing English Language) 
(φ-s) 
None of us wanted to destroy a country， while the P. L O. wants to destroy our 
state. To the extent they are gaining recognition it is v，巴ryugly expression of 
appeasement. (Time Jan. 19 1976) 
(there-φ-s) 
In busine活scollege， psychology res泡archcenters and large corporations today， 
there is increasing recognition that the factor of motivation may be more important 
than many others in making such pr吋 ictions. (Reader's Digest June 1975) 
recommendation 
(G-s) 
Baπy Goldwater's 1964 proposal to make Social Security voluntary and ~旦望豆
McGovem's 1972 recommendation that the Government pay eveηAmerican $1，000 
a year. (Time Jan. 19 1976) 
(A) 
The university had decided to adopt a recomm巴ndationof the American 
Medical Association that any player with only one of pair of vital organs should be 
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disqualified from contact sports (Time Jan.12 1976) 
remark 
(T-s) 
Here吃allsthe remark of an associate，“made after an evening visit to my studio， 
that 1 was Hitler's unrequited love." (Time Feb. 23 1976) 
(G-s) 
He quoted Sadat's remark to Congress that “there is no substitute for direct 
person-to-person contact" and theτ1 won applause by adding，“1 wish that he would 
direct those words to me as well as to you." (Time Feb.9 1976) 
(A) 
“One day Diane overheard a size-16 matron remark that the dresses were too 
young-looking for her，" recalls David Salz of Saks Fifth Avenue 
(Newsw官.ekMay 3 1976) 
reminder 
(there-T -s) 
Yet when it has been conceded that there has been in some rモspectsa movement 
away from the subjunctive there must be added the reminder that the situation is at 
present complicated by a current of influence flowing onc泡 againfrom the United 
States where it so happens that this verbal mood is held in high eはeem.
(The Changing English Language) 
(A) 
This is a r官minderthat the term no longer denotes a mere band of pre氾ursors
leading to a future stage of development， but indicates a movement in its own right. 
(The Changing English Language) 
(D-s) 
And the possibility of a bunker-or army-backed ∞up is y巴tanotherremind-
er that the France regime was not only bad for Spain because of its curbs on civil 
liberties; it was also b氏 auseEl Caudillo's neglect of the problems of a highly 
sophisticated and advanced industrial state have made it so difficult now to meet 
the needs of the new Spain of the '70s. (Newsweek Feb.23 1975) 
Ithere-D-pl) 
But there are plenty of reminders that the Arctic is on the doorstep 
竺胆旦
(T-s) 
(Reader's Digest Jan. 1976) 
It wasn't until two hours later that the 陀 portthat al 39 crewmen safely abroad 





(Newsweek May 26 1975) 
A.E. Housぼman's“Epitaphon an Arrny of Mercenaries" has a macabrモringin 
Britain today， following the reports from Angola that at least twelve British 
mercenaries serving with the FNLA fo民 eswere lined up and shot by a firing squad 
of other British-hired troops， who were serving with the same arrny， and were 
compelled to ca汀Yout the killing of their comrades because they were being 
threatened with death themselves if th岬 didnot obey the order. 
(Newsweek Feb.23) 
(A) 
1 recalled a recent report hat the Menninger Foudation in Topeka， Kan.， had 
“incontrovertible proof" that sゅmeof its patients could control blood circulation 
and body temperature with will power， literally wishing away such afflictions as 
migraine headaches. (Reader's Digest August 1975) 
(ゆ pl)
The new shock came in nLewspaper rモportsthat the Iraqi government had 
offered the money， presumably in exchange for assurances that the Australian 
government would adopt a strong pro-Arab position on the dispute in the Middle 
East. (Time March 8 1976) 
(there-φ-pl) 
There were even reports that South Africa was preparing a plan to make peace 
and withdrew its troops from southern Angola before they could get into a perilous 
confrontation with the aロnyof the Popular Movement. (Newsweek Feb. 23 1976) 
requ陪st
(T-s) 
The Introduction began with the modest request that the r明 dershould cast 
aside prモjudiceand examine the matter ‘seriously and critically'. (Zamenhof) 
(A) 
Ophelia recently contacted a number of militant Jews in Moscow with a request 
that they provide her and her companions-none of them Jewish-with invitations 
to join“relatives" in Israel. (Newsweek Dec. 15 1975) 
requirement 
(T-s) 
However it may be that the sequence-preserving constraint must be weakened 
to the reQuirement that NPs may not change their precedence 陀 lations.




The notion ‘possible transformation' is in principle further constrained in terms 
of the requir官ments出atthey comply with conditions of leamability and that they 
be relatable toωme communicative function. (On Case Grammar) 
(G-s) 
A similar constraint is imposed by Chomsky's (1965) requirement that gram-
matical functions be definable in terms of immediate dominance relations， which 
again requires that only one instance of any category be immediately dominated by 
a particular node. (On Case Grammar) 
(A) 
What is excIuded， then， isa requirement that certain rules must apply arbi-
trarily in a certain order in order to account for varying acceptabilities. 
(On Case Grammar) 
(there-A) 
In ad岨ition，there is a requirモmentthat the intonation center (see Chomsky， 
1969) must occur within this constituent. (Studies in Linguistic Semantics) 
(there-N-s) 
Notice too， on the other hand， that the controIIer apparently cannot be uniquely 
specified on the basis of grammatical relations. There is certainly no general 
requirement th吃 controIIer，if obligatory， always be an object， for instance. 
(On Case Grammar) 
(D-s) 
What wilI be necessary here is some requir四 lentthat the scope of even can be 
a noun phrase only if some part of the noun phrase has not been extraposed. 
(Studies in Linguistic Semantics) 
rule 
(T-s) 
What is interesting is that there are grounds for thinking that it is the American 
pronunciation which is the older， quit疋ap也rtfrom the useful rule that the pronuncia-
tion which is cIosest to the speIIing is most likely to be the newイangledone， since 
pr官氾iselyit is a mere speIIing pronunciation. (The Changing English Language) 
(A) 
How， for example， the school board had a rule that no high-school band could 
play at a political raIIy to be nonpartisan. (Reader's Digest July 1975) 
rumo(u)r 
(T-s) 
The new Communist-led government began evacuating some of the 1.4 miIlion 
refugees who had crowded into Phnon Penh by spreading the rumor that the U.S. 
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was planning to bomb the capital. 
(T-pl) 
(Newsweek May 5 1975) 
Because Wallace had come to town for the conference， his failure to take part 
in the candidates' forum at first produced the inevitable rumors that he was ailing. 
(Newsweek Dec.15 1975) 
(A) 
‘Good evening， Major Riddle. 1 heard a rumour that Sir Gervase had shot 
himself， and 1 hurried up here. Snell tells me it's true. It's incr吋ible! 1 can't 
believe it !' (Christi巴)
(there-A) 
For a time there was a rumour that he had been taken off a train and sent to 
a prisoner-of-war camp， but there was no foundation for this (Zame吐10f)
(φ-pl) 
At one point during the we氾kAlan Carter， the U. S. Embassy's public-affairs 
counselor， appeared on Vietnamese television in an effort to quell rumors that U. S. 
aid was being ended. (Newsweek May 5 1975) 
(thereφpl) 
There were rllmors last w白 kthat some big corporate depositors， concerned 
over the safety of their funds， have be沼unto pull money 0叫tof New York in. 
stitutions and place it in regional banks untouched by the crisis. 
(N ewsweek De氾.151975) 
sense 
(T-s) 
The ending '-dom' was at one time thought to be ‘dead' in thesensethat it could 
no longer be used to create new words. (The Changing English Language) 
(A) 
The war also comes at a time when Cubans have a growingsεnsethat their own 
revolution is suc氾:es. (Newsweek Jan.26 1976) 
(D-s) 
Ifhe had盟主主主E笠hewould stick to N orah， she would make him much happier 
than he would ever be with Mildred: after al she loved him， and Mildred was only 
grateful for his help. (Of Human Bondage) 
竺豆旦
(T-s) 
The ‘er' ending is simply the sign that the adjective is German in origin. 




Company evenings at home have proliferated in recent weeks-mostly， accord-
ing to one family member， with “old， old friends from the past" responding to the 
豆型日坦tNixo出 blueperiod is abating. (Newsweek May 19 1975) 
(A) 
Mrs. Tipps didn't know what to say. For those long years， she had watched for 
a sign that her son was emerging from the shadows. (Reader's Digest Feb. 1976) 
(N-s) 
She gave no sign that she had ever seen him before. (Of Human Bondage) 
(there-N-s) 
Significantly， diabetics have bぽ nconsuming saccharin for years， yet there is no 
豆旦生竺theyhave a higher than norrnal cancer risk. (Newsweek ]an. 26 1976) 
(D-s) 
But he had trained himself not to show any sign that the reminder wounded 
him. (Of Human Bondage) 
(there-D-s) 
At th氾weekend，however， there was no sign that he ]apanese would accept the 
offer← and there was eve巧Tsign that Kodama himself wo岨ldrisk a tax-evasion 
charge rather than spil any secrモts. (Newsweek Feb. 23 1976) 
(D-pl) 
Do you see any signs that the recession is ending? (Newsweek May 5 1975) 
(therモ-D-pl)
But there are fina11y some signs that the moderatesらledby Wilson and Chan-
白 10rof the Exchequer Denis Healey， are willing to take a stand. 
(Newsweek May 26 1976) 
(there-D-pl) 
Througho岨tthe twelfth century there werモ manysigns that the European 
intelligence was recovering courage and leisure， and preparing to take up again the 
inte11ectual enterprises of the first Greek s氾ientificinquiries and such speculations 
as those of the Italian Lucretius. (We11s) 
(there-D-pl) 
Stil， there have been a few promising signs that the Bangkok goveロunenthad 
begun to think more seriously about some of its internal problems 
(N ewsweek May 19 1975) 
(φ-s) 
That was 0ne sign that they had a high degrぽ ofachievement motivation 
(Reader's Digest ]une 1975) 
(φ-pl) 
Both the highly visible role played by Khaddam and the participation of 
Syrians or the truce teams were signs that Damascus had emerged， at least for the 
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moment， as the most effective Arab power in the Middle East. (Time Feb. 9 1976) 
(there φpl) 
Last week there were new signs that both the U. S. and South Africa' were 
deeply involved on the rebel side. (Newsweek De氾 151975) 
statement 
(T-s) 
The same newspaper once published a letter from a reader with a hyphenated 
name who expressed indignation about the statement of a Cabinet minister that‘We 
are not suckers'. (The Changing English Language) 
(G-s) 
For evidence， theγpoint to U. S. Defense Se氾retaryJ ames Schlesinger's recent 
statement that America would like to keep a“residual force" in Thailand. 
(Newsweek May 19 1975) 
(A) 
“As you know， we have seized the ship，" Ne沼sensaid，“As soon as you issue a 
statement tha1:. you are prepared to release the crew members that you hold， 
unconditionally and immediately， we will promptly 白 asemilitary operations." 
(Newsweek May 26 1975) 
suggestion 
(T-s) 
Denying the suggestion that Steve's move is 陀 allyan attempt to leave college， 
the White Hou田 pointedout that he has enrolled at Califomia State Polytechnic 
University in Pomona and will attend classes there. (Time Jan. 19 1976) 
(G-s) 




A Third Programme discussion (9 June 1963) on charges in the English language 
included a suggestion that the expression ‘You've never had it 50 good' had found 
it5 way to America after being invented by the then prime minister， Mr. Harold 
Macmillan. (The Changing English Language) 
(there-A) 
lndeed there is a suggestion in the article mentioned below that modem legisla-
tion has provided a large number of models for the usage. 
(The Changing English Language) 
(there-N→5) 
Similarly in '..at least half the cardinals came from unrich families' (Observer， 
(77) 
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12 Oct. 1958) there is no suggestion that‘unrich' means‘poor'. 
(The Changing English Language) 
(φ-pl) 
There have been harsh words in Parliament for the whole operation， but 
笠堕盟恒堅企atthese men were only doing the duty the West shirked have met with 
litle response: the mercenaries were too obviously not motivated by any desire to 
stop a Soviet regime being set up in Angola. (Newsweek Feb.23 1976) 
型笠笠竺旦
(T-s) 
He was an obstinate fellow， and the suspicion that his talent did not lie in one 
direction made him inclined to force circumstances and aim not with standinε 
precisely in that dir官ction. (Of Human Bondage) 
(G-s) 
Wilbur admitted that this was a crude device. Stil， itdid seem to confirm his 
suspicion that Lilienthal's tables werモinaccurateand that much more wing area 
was rモquired. (Reader's Digest Feb. 1976) 
(A) 
Say Sir Bervase 剖 spectsthat Bury has deliberately f!eeced him， but he doesn't 
want publicity because of a suspicion that his wife may be mixed up in it 
(Christie) 
(there-N-s) 
There must be no suspicion that you have tamper官，dwith the room. (Christie) 
(there-D-s) 
‘As there has never been any suspicion that this is a Bad House， 1 must ask you 
al to leave.' (The Burnt Ones) 
(φ-s) 
Studying the tapes of the conversation， language experts claimed that both 
women were Puerto Rican， which raised suspicion that there might be some kind of 
connection with the Puerto Rican terrorist group. (Time Ja孔 121976) 
(φpl) 
Statements like that have raised suspicions that the menstruation issue is just 
one morモdoctrinairattack by working feminists on women who are housewives and 
mothers. (Time Feb. 23 1976) 
understanding 
(T-s) 
And during my last visit in the U. S.， we've reached the understanding that the 
next step will be negotiations to end the state of war between the Arabs states and 
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Israel. (Newsweek May 3 1976) 
(A) 
In this episode， Moynihan sidestepped a tacit understanding that Washington 
and Moscow would not attack each other by name at the U. N. -an arrangement 
that dates back to the Nixon Adminis北ration'sfirst experiments with detant. 
(Time J an. 26 1976) 
(there-A) 




Sentenced without trial to a fifte氾n-yearterm in a labor camp， Dolgun was 
granted conditional release in the general amnesty for political prisoners in 1956， 
with the warning that if he tried to get in touch with his embassy he would be sent 
back to prison for life. (Newsweek May 19 1975) 
(A) 
The address was widely interpreted as an indirect warning that he would brook 
no delays. (Newsweek March 15 1976) 
(φpl) 
My researches had led through copious quantities of conflicting opinion， rang 
ing from Romulus-and-Remus-Iike tales of wolves adopting human infants to 
outright warnings that Bobo would eat our babes for sure. 
(Reader's Digest April 1976) 
(there-φ-pl) 
In both Israel and the U. S.， however， there were increased warnings出atRabin's
government eventually would have to find some way of negotiating with the 
Palestinians. (N ewsweek De氾 151975) 
wish 
(T-s) 
Philip often discerned the wish that the child might be born dead or might die 
quickly. (Of Human Bondage) 
(G-s) 
Litvinov's gesture conveyed nothing to the British Foreign Office， which indeed， 
since the Russian Revolution， never seems to have observed any occuηence in 
Russia that it could possibly avoid seeing. Its wish that Russia would not exist has 




He asked how long he could stay， and when Philip told him he must leave on 
Tuesday morning， expressed a wish that the visit might have been longer. 




The regislative's new fiscal conservatism stems from the spreading awareness 
that if it overspends in its efforts to end the recession， itwill merモlyset the stage 
for an overexuberant boom followed by a worst-in-decades bust. 
(Newswぽ kMay 12 1975) 
(G-s) 
Had it not been for the birth of Yekaterina and their awareness that divorce 
would preclude them from their common goal of going overs氾as，they certainly 
would have separated. (Reader's Dige唱tAugust 1975) 
(A) 
Perhaps partially as a result of his work experience in Russia， the premier has 
a down-to-ea此hawareness that government money comes out of the pockets of the 
people， and a conviction that ostentation and high living make an unsuitable wayof 
life for a public official. (Reader's Digest Oct. 1975) 
certainty 
(T-s) 
It was more natural to exist from moment to moment， accepting another ten 
minutes' life even with the certainty that there was torture at the end of it. (1984) 
(G-s) 
“1 was struck by their conviction that Nixon's people were behind it and their 
cynical certainty that the strong would never get out." (Newsweek June 2 1975) 
(A) 
The basis of his fear， or so he himself seemed to believe， was a newly grown 
superstitious certainty that‘whatever had to happen won't happen' as long as he and 
Dick ‘stick together'. (In Cold Blood) 
(there-D-s) 
However， the EEC blueprint for the new era of extended fishery waters would 
not solve al the problems that such major fishing nations as Britain and West 
Germany now face. N or is there any certainty that the EEC members can agree 




In order that an international language may progress well and regulariy and 
have complete certainty that it will never disintegrate and that some careless step 
by its future friends may not destroy the work of its past friends， one condition is 
above al most necessary. (Zamenhof) 
likelihood 
(T-s) 
In addition， irradiation of men and women during their 陀productiveyears 
increases the likelihood that their offspring will devモlopleukemia 
(N巴wsweekJan. 26 1976) 
(there-A) 
It is an axiom of students of language that poor communications hinder 
linguistic change whereas easεof intercourse fosters it， and so at a time when words 
and phras四 arecarried al ov巴rthe worid on the magic carpet of science there must 
bea strong likelihood that a novelty of speech will more easily find a place for itself 
than before in the peロnanentfabric of English. (The Changing English Language) 
(there-N-s) 
“1 do not want to go back，" said one French-educated former Laotian official. 
“It is impossible for us to live like them." And in fact， there is 1itle likelihood that 
they will have to. (Newsweek March 15 1976) 
(there-D-s) 
The distinction is rather favoured by B. B. C. announcers-very conscious of the 
written text-but there does not at the moment appear to be any likelihood that it 
will soon be adopted by the public in general. (The Changin立EnglishLanguage) 
(there-D-s) 
In a technological society there is every likelihood that‘robot' has a longcareer 
ahead of it， inapplication to either people or machines. 
巴唖国ity
(T-s) 
(The Changing English Language) 
The possibility that anything of the sort could happen had never crossed his 
mind. (Of Human Bondage) 
(there-T -s) 
There was， of course， stil the possibility that the workers would reject the 
Chrysler ofier， although the first reaction of the strike leaders was generally 
favorable. (Newsweek June 2 1975) 
(there-A) 
Come March 15， the world's maritime nations are scheduled to meet in New 
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Y ork for a United N ations-sponsored Law of the Sea conference and there is a 
distinct possibility that when they do， th巴ywiI endorse proposals to extend al 
national fishery waters to 200 miles. (News川町伐k11arch 15 1976) 
(there-N-s) 
There is no possibility that any perceptible change will happen within our own 
lifetime. (1984) 
(D-s) 
The Secret Service has already rul巴dout any possibility that Ford wiIl toss out 
the first balI of the baseball season next spring. (Time Jan. 5 1976) 
(there-D-s) 
There is also some possibility that whole new phrases wiI be modelled on it， 
and HALFA CROWNA LANCHA DAY has already been seen on the window of a 
snack-bar. (The Changing English Language) 
(there-D-s) 
Now， CharIes， I must take you into my confidence-that is to say: I do not wish 
to upset your mother-but there is ever芝Possibilitythat I may not last so very much 
longer. (The Burnt Ones) 
のs)
It is perhaps a measure of just how seriously the post-Franco government takes 
生笠旦到担也生旦tPremier CarIos Arias町四tlybarr吋 officerson active duty 
with Spain's armed forces from having any contact with Giron. 




‘Well，' Dewey had replied，‘that's al I think about. And there's the chance that 
just while talking the thing over， 1'1hit on something I haven't thought of before 
(In Cold BIood) 
(there-A) 
“I should take it out， but with Gene's condition I don't know how he wiI react 
to anesthesia. Therモisa chance that he could die or sink into a deep coma." 
(Reader's Digest Feb. 1976) 
(there-N-s) 
They left after doctors told them that there was virtually no chance that Oscar 





In a place like this the danger that there would be a hidden microphone was 
veηsmall， and even if there was a microphone it would only pick up sounds. 
(1984) 
(there-A) 
But ciearly， ifSoares succeeds too well， there is a danger that someone might 
try to change the rules of the match. (Newswぽ kMay 12 1975) 
(there-N -s) 
The common-room was unanimous in desiring the election of Mr. Watson， 
headmaster of the preparatory school; he could hardly be described as already a 
master of King's School， they had al known him for twenty years， and there was 
no danger that he would make a nuisance of himself. (Of Human Bondage) 
(there-D-s) 
There is some dan哩erthat the noun may be short-lived， since in court pro. 
ceedings attractive young women without visible means of support are in the habit 
of ciaiming to be professional models. (The Changing English Language) 
(there ゆs)
As the hours dragged on， the cold got increasingly cruel. There was danger 
that the air pocket would disappear. (Reader's Digest Jan. 1976) 
doctrine 
(T-s) 
Thus arose the Monroe Doctrine， the doctrine that there must be no extension 
of extra-American government in America， which has kept the Great Power 
System out of America for neariy a hundred years and permitted the new states of 
Spanish-America to work out their destinies along their own lines. (Wells) 
(A) 
The Sabellians taught that Jesus was merely an aspect of the Father， and that 
God was Jesus and Father at the same time， just as a man may be a father and a 
artificer at the same time; and the Trinitarians taught a more subtle doctrine that 
God was both one and thr四， Fath巴r，Son， and Holy Spirit. (Wells) 
extent 
(T-s) 
For， on the drive to Sounion， the couples were separated to the extent that 
Kikitsa sat with Spiro in front， Maro and Aleko were disposed of behind 
(The Burnt Ones) 
(A) 
They may have been exaggerated fears. Finnish guns certainly commanded 
(83) 
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lndeed such a derivation expresses the generalisation that lexicalisation in the 
upper clause is not independent of the coreferance relation holding between one of 
its arguments and an (already lexicalised) argument in the embedded s氾ntence
(On Case Grammar) 
(A) 
Now， we can formulate a generalisation that these various NPs， whatever their 
case， can occur in the by-phrase in a‘passive' sentence if there also exists a 
corresponding 'active' sentence (i. e. one otherwise identical except in lacking thes氾
characteristics) in which the NP occurs in subject position (and the ‘passive' subject 
is in object position)， as in (62) : (On Case Grammar) 
idea 
(T-s) 
Theid巴athat disease-carrying geπns can best be fought by absolute cleanliness 
is revolutionary. (Cancer) 
(T-pl) 
Mikva says that the time has finally arrived “to blow the whistle" on the ideas 
that Social Security is an insurance program and that the payroll tax is somehow 
different from other taxes. (Time Feb. 16 1976) 
(G-s) 
Men are infinitely malleable. Or perhaps you have returned to your old idea 
that the proletarians or the slaves will arise and overthrow us. (1984) 
(A) 
He knelt down and began picking some， partly to pass the time away， but also 
from a vague idea that he would like to have a bunch of flowers to offer to the girl 
when they met. (1984) 
(N-s) 
Will had no id回 thatthis game would be considered so big an event， and he 
couldn't help feeling important as the parade moved on toward its goal. (Cancer) 
伯母
One surmis巴sthat the growing use of ‘radio' in Britain is not due to any idea 
that‘wireless' is a negative-sounding word but simply because it is the American 
choice and that is attraction enough for adolescents 




There is some smalI evidence from correspondence that one Esperantist had 
some idea that De Beaufront was suffering， and wanted to help him; the compas-
sionate one was Ludovic Zamenhof. (Zame叶1Of)
(D-s) 
AlI that has come to light since those early chapters were drafted stresses this 
idea that， measured by the precisions of the Radium Clock， the duration of the early 
ages of the record of the rocks must undergo a quite immense reduction relative to 
the Cainozoic period. (WelIs) 
(φ-pl) 
Other critics feel that Moynihan is so intoxicated by ideas that he is apt to 
skitter along from one to another. (Time Jan. 26 1976) 
illusion 
(T-s) 
Then you caηy up the ashtray-to further the illusion that two people sat up 
there talking-and you also take up a fragment of enamel cuff-link that is on the 
floor. (Christie) 
(A) 
Out of the manifold events of his life， his deeds， his feelings， his thou唱~hts， he 
might make a design， regular， elaborate， complicated， or beautiful; and though it 
might be no morでthanart illusion that he had the power of sel配 tion，though it might 
be no more than a fantastic legerdemain in which appearances were interwoven 
with moonbeams， that did not matter: (Of Human Bondage) 
(D-pl) 
Clearly， we must shed any lingering illusions we may have that d吾tantemeans 
the Russians have abandoned their determination to undermine Western democracy 
and impose their system upon the world. (Reader's Digest August 1975) 
interpretation 
(T-s) 
Nonetheless， coming in the midst of specificalIy anti-detente remarks by the 
Chinese， Nixon's statement lent itself to the interpretation that it was a slap at 
Ford's policy-and thus precisely fitted Peking's mood. (Time March 8 1976) 
(A) 
(59) a. J ohn broke the window with the chisel 
b. John broke the window with the wind 
the second of which requires for a natural interpretation that there is involved some 





Coming after the visit by Senators Jacob Javits of New York and Claiborne 
Pell of Rhode Island-who returned with the message that the time was“propitious" 
for re-examining U. S. policy toward Cubaー theMcGovern visit clearly seemed to 
Castro to be a second stage on the slow mellowin哩 processbetween the two 
countries. (Newsweek May 19 1975) 
(G-s) 
At first， the White House accepted at face value the freighter's last message 
生竺 itwas being taken into Sihanoukville. (Newsweek May 26 1975) 
(A) 
Will felt that he had acted in the only way possible， but he was not surprised 




Many who entertain the notion that because a thing is unpleasant it must be 
good for them also believe that whatever is pleasant is bad. 
(Reader's Digest April 1976) 
(A) 
Eventually， he wondered if perhaps he had invented them (a notion that he 
‘might not be normal， maybe insane' had troubled him ‘even when 1 was litle， and 
my sisters laughed because 1 liked moonlight. To hide in the shadows and watch 
the moon'). (In Cold Blood) 
opmlOn 
(T-s) 
In the most recent Harris Poll， 60% of th~ population has expressed the opinion 
会 一一一一一一一一一一一一ー
that there must have been a conspiracy to murder the civil rights leader. 
(Time Jan.26 1976) 
(A) 
Appoint巴，dby a Federal judge， and working without compensation (but motivat-
ed by a hard-held opinion that the defendants had been the victims of a‘night-
marishly unfair trial')， Jenkins and Bingham filed numerous appeals within the 
framework of the Federal court system， thereby avoiding three execution dates: 25 





The陀 wasa kind of Attica strain in the attack on the gunboats and the assault 
on Tang-the conscious risk that the Mayaguez prisoners might be slaughtered by 
American fire in the first instance or by their Khmer Rouge captors in the second. 
(Newsweek May 26 1975) 
(there~ T ~s) 
“With the U. S. Government thinking about elections in 1976， there is the risk it 
will go too far reflating，" explained de Montbrial “The $65 million American 
budget deficit is worrisome." (Newsweek May 19 1975) 
(there~A) 
But 1 think there is a considerable risk that it could have an inflationary impact 
on the long~run future. (Newsweek May 5 1975) 
satisfaction 
(G~s) 
His record at Charterhouse was so brilliant that when he went to Cambridge the 
Master of Trinity Hall went out of his way to express his satisfaction that he was 
going to that college. (Of Human Bondage) 
(A) 
Philip listened to her enumeration of the qualities which must be possessed by 
the perfect lover， and he could not help feeling a certain satisfaction that she lived 
in Berlin. (Of Human Bondage) 
生虫立
(T~s) 
Professor Srejovic had long doubted the theory that al civilization was in-
vented in the Middle East and then spread Iitle by litle to the inferior populations 
of Europe. (Reader's Digest April 1976) 
(G~s) 
Einstein was symp唄theticto some of Velikovsky's fundamental concepts. b川t
vigorously opposed his theory that space was permeated by magnetic fields， that the 
sun and planets are charged bodies， and that electromagnetism plays a role in 
celestial mechanics. 、 (Reader'sDigest ]an. 1976) 
(A) 
Poppy said:‘Aleko Philippides has a theory ocean fish are more nutritious 
than our Medit疋rraneanones because of the exercise they are forced to take. He 
told me at Elly Lambraki's.' (The Burnt Ones) 
(there~A) 
For example， therモisa theory that they exploit the countries in which they 
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invest and drain funds and resources from those countries without benefiting them. 
(Newsweek May 5 1975) 
threat 
(T-s) 
There wi1l probably be many more inquires， too， since the States D巴partment
announιed on the day I saw Castro that it was lifting its ban on trad妃withCuba by 
foreign subsidiaries of American companies and was removing the threat that 
foreign ships might not be able to do business in the United States if they did 
business with Cuba. (Reader's Digest Feb. 1976) 
(A) 
They released a pregnant woman with a threat that the hostages would be 
slaughtered one by one unless the Dutch allowed the terrorists to escape 
(Newsweek Dec. 15 1975) 
VI Cの名詞について
表 4
~ 否定限定辞 その他の限定辞 限定辞なし 計A(N) 単 複 単 複 単 複
accusation 
any a newflurry 
2 3(1) 
(1) of 1 
concesswn 2 2 
denial 1 (1) 1(1) 
muttering (1) (1) (2) 
notIce 8 8 
pledge 2 2 
wonder 2 2 
I 
confidence 4(1) 4(1) 
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~ 否定限定辞 その他の限定辞 限定辞なし 計
IH¥¥¥ A(N) 単 複 単 複 単 複
care 2 2 
concern 2(1) 2(1) 
consensus (2) (2) 
inkling 2 2 
question (1曲 U助
talk a lotof (1) 1(1) 1(2) 




questionは， 18例すべてが no，littleを伴う否定文で， there is構文の主語とし





The voting was， indeed， tobe a sense even over-democratic， inthat the vote of 
the most ine況periencedbeginner was to be worth as much'as the vote of Zamenhof 
himself; but at 1巴astth巴recould never again be any just accusation that Zamenhof 
had refused to listen to the views of others， (Zame叶1Of)
(D-pl) 
Last week Fraser received another boost with a new flurry of press accusations 
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that Whitlam had in fact known far more than he had let on about efforts by sev巴ral
of his former Cabinet ministers to float mammoth petrodollar loans overseas 
without bothering to advise Parliament. (Newsweek Dec. 15 1975) 
(φ-pl) 
Elected by a landslide vote， Carter appeared to be a changed man in office 
leading to accusations that he had misled the voters. (Time March 8 1976) 
concessIOn 
(A) 
One possible poolhole is a concession by the commission that it will allow pools 
and small redwood “spas" to be heated “for therapeutic purposes." 
(Time Feb. 23 1976) 
denial 
(A) 
W amer-Lambert's response was an angry denial that its c1aims for the 
mouthwash were inaccurate and a vow to fight the case“to the Supreme Court if 
we have to." (Time ]an.5 1976) 
(there-N-s) 
Therモwouldbeno denial that Patty was in the bank， he said. But he urged the 
jury to note that“perhaps for the first time in the history of bank robbery， a robber 
was dire氾tedto identify herself in the midst of the act." (Time Feb. 16 1976) 
muttering 
(there-φ →s) 
There was pdvate muttering that de Gaulle had been right aft巴ral in keeping 
Britain in 1962. (N ewsweek Dec. 15 1975) 
(thereφ-pl) 
The Sponge Rubber Products Co.'s Plant No.4 in Shelton， Conn.， had been a 
money→losing operation-and when the two-block-Iong factory exploded and 
bumed to the ground last March 1， there were dark mutterings around the drab mill 
town that a desperate management had put the torch to the plant in order to collect 
millions in insurance money. (Newsweek May 5 1975) 
notice 
(φ-s) 
Last week， in two different actions， the press served notice that it would 





His Executive order instructs al Government officials who receive intelligence 
reports to sign a pledge that even after they leave Government， they will not divulge 
any information about “sources and methods" -sensitive details on names and 
techniques of U. S. agents and their foreign contacts. (Time March 1 1976) 
wonder 
(φ-s) 
“1 wasn't looking at you accusingly. 1 was merely expressing wonder that a 




Confidence that moderation may prevail in China is inspired by the success of 
a number of policies favored by Chou and carried out by Teng. 
(Time Jan. 19 1976) 
(there-φ-s) 
In Taiwan there is confidence that no such change will oc四 rin 1976. 




However， toenable the Congress members who are interested in one or another 
of these questions to discuss them among themselves in private sessions， the 
Committee has taken care that they shall have at their disposal rooms in which they 
may meet as they wish. (Zamenhof) 
concern 
(φ-s) 
In so doing， however， Congress stirred concern that its new assertiveness in 
foreign policymaking could hamstring the Executive branch. (Time Jan. 5 1976) 
(there-φ-s) 
The airlift of Americans and South Yietnamese met no int巴rferancefrom the 
Communists， but there was continuing concern in the U. S. Congress that such luck 
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might not last (Newsweek May 5 1975) 
consensus 
(there-A) 
There was a consensus among the economists， however， that whatever is done 
about the budget will have litle effect on the recovery this year 
(Time Feb. 2 1976) 
inkling 
(A) 
His fine taste had given him an inklin喧 thatAndalusia was too soft and 
sensuous， a litle vulgar even， to satisfy his ardour; (Of Human Bondage) 
question 
(there-N -s) 
There was no question that Patty could handle firearms. (Time Feb. 23 1976) 
talk 
(there-D-s) 
Stil， there was a lot of talk at the summit that ASEAN does not face an 
external threat. (Newsweek March 15 1976) 
(φs) 
“These are people who would be stung up，" said AFL-CIO president George 
Meany， who dismissed talk that the Vietnamese would hurt American workers by 
competing for scarce jobs. (Newsweek May 5 1975) 
(there φs) 
There is now talk that the Israeli Arabs， who are citizens of Israel， may band 
together politically to win greater representation in the Knesset， where they cur 
rently have five seats. (Time Jan. 19 1976) 
tradition 
(the陀 A)
As a young man， he studied law-and in Seville， he explains，“there was a 
tradition that those who obtained a higher education should dedicate their studies 






If the British Press Government do not know these things it is because they do 
not wish to， for they would then have to do something about them， and this in turn 
would produce the humiliating acknowledgment that they have neither the courage 
nor the power. (Good-bye) 
answer 
but in an hour the boy came back with Philip's letter unopened and the 
型空竺生笠thelady had not returned from the country. (Of Human Bondage) 
anticipation 
1 now would like to examine this lexicon in the light of the complementarity 
criterion， in the anticipation that such a sample should bring to light potential 
contrasts. (On Case Grammar) 
apprehension 
But with the death of Chou En-Iai， there was some apprehension in Tokyo that 
a response may be delayed for some wぽ ksor that the Chinese may now take a 
harder line toward Tokyo. (Newsweek Jan. 26 1976) 
arran哩ement
Before parting they had made an arrangement that she should write to Charing 
Cross Post Office til he was able to send her an address， and whe沼 hewent there 
he found three letters from her. (Of Human Bondage) 
boast 
Then， pointing to recent boasts by black nationalist groups that they have 
several thousand well-armed fighters ready to strike from b岨sesin neighboring 
Mozambique， Smith warned :・... (Newsweek Feb.23 1976) 
caution 
This f1at statement evoked a strenuous objection from Bancroft and led Judge 
(93) 
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Carter to issue his caution to the jurors that they would have to make up their own 
minds on that basic issue. (Time March 8 1976) 
decree 
The ruling is comparable to a decree by a Roman emperor that participants in 
orgies must be fully clothed at al times. (Time Feb.23 1976) 
desire 
Most important， the Secretary of State's great desire that a new Strategic Arms 
Limitation treaty with the Soviets could be signed this year is in grave jeopardy. 
(Time Feb.26 1976) 
dread 
they had always looked upon him as comparatively well-to-do， and he 
had a dread that they would think less well of him if they knew he was penniless. 
(Of Human Bondage) 
explanation 
…but this theory is knocked on the head by the unanimous explanation of 
American scholars that it comes from ‘cornfed'， a word going back to Washington 
Irving at least， and meaning ‘countrified， plump'. 
(The Changing English Language) 
fore氾ast
Others faulted Beame on his assumptions-for instance， his earlier forecast that 
welfare costs. and revenues from real-estate taxes would remain relatively stable. 
(Newsweek Feb.23 1976) 
guess 
And I will make a guess that it was M. Reggie Carrington who kissed you. 
(Christie) 
inference 
The effect of even on the subject noun phrase Max in (2) permits the hearer to 
make the inferモncethat the referent of Max must be viewed as a member of a 記t
of similar tokens with which it (the referent) can be contrasted within the context 
。fthe remainder of the sentence. (Studies in Linguistic Semantics) 
instruction 
Sally appeared for a moment， with instructions from her mother that father 
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was to amuse the children while she got tea ready ; (Of Human Bondage) 
intimation 
The earliest intimations that the great Wilsonian settlement was imperfect 
came even before the League settled down. (Wells) 
mention 
I was struck by the mention in your article on Margaux Hemingway (LIFEj 
STYLE， March 17) that the great novelist's granddaughter e叫oysnot only such 
sports as skiing， tennis and swimming， but snooting doves as well. 
(Newsweek May 12 1975) 
offer 
One reads with fury about the withdrawal， when she would not sign a loyalty 
oath， of an offer from Harry Cohn of Columbia Pictures that she write and produce 
four pictures， with almost unprecedented control over final cut. 
(Newsweek May 3 1976) 
order 
Sir Gervase gave orders that dinner was to be a quarter of an hour later this 
evening， as he was expecting a gentleman by the late train. (Christi巴)
petition 
Deans of 17 law schools joined in petition that Congress “consider the necessity" 
of impeachment. (Reader's Digest July 1975) 
prayer 
She uttered a litle inward prayer that God would guard him， and keep him out 
of temptation， and give him happiness and good fortune. (Of Human Bondage) 
preaching 
But Congress seemed more willing to accept the Ford Administration preach-
ings that the country will be rewarded with an economic upturn starti昭 this
summer-without the risk of exacerbating inflation-if it will just bear with the bad 
news for a few more months. (News市白kMay 12 1975) 
presumption 
The simple presumption that he will someday claim the Presidency as his 
inheritance brings in talented help-his staff is one of the best and brightest on the 
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Hill-and surrounds him with eager brain-trusters on the outside;・
(Newsweek June 2 1975) 
proclamation 
Echoing BerIinguer's proclamation that his party would be willing to cooperate 
with widely divergent ideologies in a“democratic system，" at week's end Plisson 
nier declared that France's Communists would seek “a socialism of the French sort" 
including “the guarantee of al individual and group freedoms." 
(Time March 8 1976) 
provlslOn 
We have in condition (1) added to the formulation in (23) the provision that it 
be met at least up to shallow structure， and also that it only holds at a particular 
point in a derivation if condition (4) also holds. (un Case Grammar) 
ruling 
The court ruling that candidates or their families may spend as much of their 
own money as theγwant also raised the possibility that wealthy politicians running 
for the House or Senate-non巴ofwhom are eligible for federal matching funds 
might try to get up enough money around the dinner table to buy an election 
(Time Feb. 9 1976) 
teaching 
For some generations after the death of Gautama， the活ehigh and noble 
Buddhist teachings， this first plain teaching that the highest good for man is the 
subjugation of self， made comparatively litle headway in the world. (Wells) 
vow 
Smith then invited Britain to suggest possible means to a solution but gav巴no
indication he would retreat from his fr巴，quentlyexpressed vow that black majority 
rule would never occur“in my lifetime，" a position London has always rej氏 ted.
(Time March 1 1976) 
I 
anxiety 





And during the day there was nothing in her behaviour to suggest a con-
sciousness in her that anything had passed between them_ (Of Hurnan Bondage) 
区盟主
If they're saying that， they are speaking with pr盟主thatthey are part and parcel 
of a good project. (Newsweek Feb.23 1976) 
probability 
Rabin is generally given high rnarks as a negotiator， but his rec巴ntindeci-
siveness conbined with the probability that Syria will dernand new Israeli con目
cessions in exchange for an extension of the U. N. rnandate on the Golan Heights 
next May has _Jfornpted speculation that he rnight be r巴placedby his rival Peres 
(Newsweek Feb.23 1976) 
truth 
Shaw said that Mrs. Warre抑 waswritten for wornen“to draw attention to the 
truth that prostitution is caused， not by fernale depravity and rnale licentiousness，" 
but by econornic injustice. (Tirne March 1 1976) 
I 
ability 
Jockey Denise Boudort has so irnpressed horse owners by her ability that she 
often rides eight tirnes in a nine-race day. (Reader's Digest June 1975) 
adage 
At her best， Dorothy ernbodies the old adage that power perf巴ctedbecornes 
grace_ (Tirne Feb. 2 1976) 
advantage 
Against this is the advantage that hous氾sdo not flow away easily. 
(Reader's Digest Feb. 1976) 
altemative 
Why had he given her the alternative that she rnust dine with hirn or else never 




Moeller made no public statements， but neighbors in SpencerviIle expressed 
amazement that he could be involved in such a scheme. (Newsweek May 5 1975) 
appeal 
The antitrust department wiIl face another hard court fight with United 
Brands， wb.ich may well argue on appeal that market and shipping factors alone 
accounted for the price differences denounced by the department. 
(Time Jan. 1 1976) 
attitud巴
In October， 1964， 1 had in my ignorance decided to write a novel about the 
United Nations if Africa， and it reveals my then liberal tendencies and innocence of 
Africa， the Portuguese and UNO， that I took the p唄theticattitude that the white 
man as he comes south of the Zambezi automatically becomes wicked. 
(Good-bye) 
aXlOm 
His tax break for those buying stock rises from his belief in the old American 
axiom that everybody ought to own a piece of the country. (Time Feb. 2 1976) 
bittemess 
The explosion they feared n氾vercame-only a last twitch of bittemess that his 
lawyers hadn't been “the best in the worId" and some gallows humor to the effect 
that Gandhi and Lenin， among others， had done some of the best political writings 
of the century from their prison cels. (Newsweek May 12 1975) 
chagrin 
Therモwaswidespreadchagrin that the ex-President chose Peking as the place 
to get back into the headlines. (Time March 8 1976) 
cIiche 
More inportant， a sampling of the 13-episode series finally lays to rest the 
cliche that only the British are capable of producing complex family ~ag<lS. 
(Time Jan. 19 1976) 
credo 
Her credo that“1 make films for the masses"-if not the socialist politics from 
which it springs-would go down just fine in Hollywood. (Time Fed. 16 1976) 
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difficulty 
In translating Shakespeare the Esperantist translator has the continual dif-
ficulty that usually not so much can be got into an Esperanto iambic pentameter as 
into an English one. (Zamenhof) 
disappointment 
There was a twinge of disappointment that he had not won; he had expected 
to， and in fact might have if Fred Harris had not been in the race. 
(Newsweek March 15 1976) 
dogma 
Elsewhere the dogma that‘none' equalls‘not one' leads to some curious 
practical results， as in a sentence from the New Statesman where the outcome is self← 
contradictory. (The Changing English Language) 
gamble 
In terms of specific issu巴s，Ford took the calculated gamble that while jobs are 
a burning concern， most Americans are even more worried about reducing the rate 
of inflation. (Time Feb. 2 1976) 
hoηor 
The tone of his voice implied at once a complete admission of his guilt and a 
sort of incredulous horror that such a word could be applied to himself. (1984) 
hunch 
But his hunch that he was on the track of big game was based on several years 
of unflagging surveillance， of patient sifting of small， suspicious incidents. 
(Reader's Digest August 1975) 
instinct 
He hesitated a moment， for he had an instinct that he could say something that 
would move her (Of Human Bondage) 
intuition 
Hes閃 msto have had an intuition that something great was dead in Europe and 
sorely needed burial， that there was a need to write Finis， overdue. (Wells) 
Irony 
There is a nice irony that this outburst of extraodinarily gory violence turns an 
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individual who was within a hair-trigger length of being a national horror into a 
local hero. (Time Feb. 16 1976) 
irritation 
He， like other U. S. physicians， also expressed irritation that Dr. Leboyer had 
not chosen the normal route of spreading his ideas by way of papers in medical 
journals and appearances at scientific meetings. (Reader's Digest Feb. 1976) 
lie 
Teng， said the front-page articIe， had refused to attend “model stage shows" 
and spread “lies" that tickets for theatrical productions sponsored by the Chairman's 
wife were not seIIing welI. (Newsweek March 15 1976) 
line 
Teng also referred to Cho旧 as“founderof the Chinese Red Army，" which 
contradicted the usual line that the aロny'sfounder was Mao. 
(N ewsweek J an. 26 1976) 
manifesto 
During the play， AIIott has issued a kind of quasi-Warhol manifesto that the 
plastic arts are exhausted and that the truly contemporary artist must orchestrate 
an“event" out of the materials immediately at hand. (Time Jan. 5 1976) 
memory 
Why should one feel it to be intolerable unless one had some kind of ancestral 
memory that things had onιe been different? (1984) 
mistake 
In accordance with China's poIitical style， Teng was not officiaIIy denounced by 
name， but there was no mistake that he was the man accused of being “the No. 2 
party person [after stiI-disgraced Liu Shao-chi] taking the capitaIist road." 
(Time Jan. 19 1976) 
motion 
The popular motion that abstinence somehow stores strength has no scientific 
foundation占 (Reader'sDigest June 1975) 
off-chance 
On the off-chance that your picture editor has not noticed it， aI women don't 
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look like Playboy bunnies when they awaken， nor do Playboy bunnies;・
(Time Feb.23 1976) 
outcry 
N aturally there was an outcry from Europeans that this was barbarism and the 
pleasurable victimization of these girls. (Bood-bye) 
portent 
The city's Indian merchants have already begun a mass exodus from Saigon-
a sure po社entthat business-wise expatriates have concluded that Saigon is lost 
(Newsweek May 5 1975) 
民竺旦E
For example， ther官 isa precept that protection of life is a religious duty which 
trans氾endsSabbath observance. (Reader's Digest Nov. 1975) 
property 
N otice in the present instance however that even the analysis involving a 
complex derivation must incorporate the property that the conditions governing 
in託 rtionof ゅenetc. involve one constant element and some optional. 
(On Case Grammar) 
proverb 
“Let's leave miracles to the Bible， Dr. Bull，" Will replied，“and go back to th巴
old proverb that necessity is the mother of invention. My sister was about to die 
1 had to do something." (Cancer) 
qualification 
In a 28-page pamphlet， Muller accu関 dthe industry of encouraging mothers to 
give up breast feeding， but added the qualification that other factor百， such as 
working at a job， influence women to switch to bottle feeding. 
(Time Feb. 16 1976) 
reading 
This fear was heightened by a faulty first intelligence reading that the Com-
munists had in fact forced the Mayaguez to the mainland. 




and there is no record that he ever faltered from his purpose. (Wells) 
regulation 
Village s川ingers，meanwhile， gripe about an 1 p. m. curfew and the strictly 
enforced rモgulationthat men cannot enter women's residences. 
(Time Feb. 16 1976) 
relief 
One year after the Communist take-over， the dominant mood in the south does 
not appear to be fear about the future， but relief that a bitter， bloody chapter in the 
nation's past has at long last been closed. (Newsweek May 3 1976) 
resentment 
1 thought back to the day he had told me he was slowly going blind， and型Z
resentment that he seemed to be equating his affliction with mine. 
(Reader's Digest Oct. 1975) 
respect 
Linguistic influence is rather like advertising in this respect that it is greatly 
helped to become operative by sheer endless repetition. 
(The Changing English Language) 
secret 
He was veη1 poor and made no secret that the lessons he was giving Philip 
meant the diff巴rencebetwぽ nmeant for his dinner and bread and cheese. 
(Of Human Bondage) 
subject 
1 remember when first 1 went to Paris， Clutton， 1 think it was， gave a long 
discourぽ onthe subject that beauty is put into things by painters and poets. 
(Of Human Bondage) 
surpnse 
Drinking scotch with him one evening in 1969， Sakharov expressed型盟主旦hat
the KGB had not detected Israeli preparations for their lightning attack of June 
1976. (Reader's Digest August 1975) 
tension 
She vividly re-created the tension that she claimed she lived under the all-
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consuming fear that if she did not cooperate with her captors，'“I'd be dead." 
(Time March 1 1976) 
thesis 
Six books have explored the thesis that by remaining silent he became an 
accomplice to genocide. (Time Feb. 9 1976) 
witness 
Now you are a witness that 1 place this silver of looking glass (to which， 









A Grammar of Contemporary Englishに次のような記述がみられる 10)。
It will be noticed that these restrictive examples have the definite article before 
the head noum: this is normal but by no means invariable (except with a few nouns 
referring to certainty， especially fact) : 
A message that he would be late arrived by special delivery 
Any proposals thaf John should be dismissed must be resisted 
Stories that the house was haunted angered the owner 
Plural heads， as in the latter examples， are also rare with appositive post-modifica-



















2) 'NewsweekゃTime，Reader's Digest等の雑誌の他， 20世紀になってから出版された
小説，論文，歴史，伝記等の中から残らず集めた224種の名詞と，それらのもつ1956例であ
る。JIbid.; p. 57 
'Newsweek: May 5~ Jun. 21975， Dec. 15 1975， Jan. 26 1976， Feb. 23 1976， Mar. 15 1976， 
May 3 1976 
Time: Jan. 5~Mar. 8 1976 
Reader's Digest: Jun. ~Nov. 1975， Jan. ~May 1976 
John Anderson: On Case Grammar Humanities Press (1977) 
H. G. Wells: A Short History of the World A Pelican Book (1922) (Wellsと略す)
P. White: The Bumt Ones Penguin Books 
G. Orwell: Nineteen Eighty-Four a Penguin Book (1984と略して示した)
S. Maugham: Of Human Bondage a Penguin Book 
B. Foster: The Changing English Language a Pelican Book 
A. Christie: Murder in the Mews and Other Stories Penguin Crime (Christieと略
す)
T. Capote: In Cold Blood Penguin Book 
M. Bouton: Zamenhof Routledge and Kegan Pawl London (1960) 
]. Barlow: Good-bye England Hamish Hamilton (1969) (Good-byeと略す)
Beckard and Crane: Cancer， Cocaine and Courage Washington Square Prass (1960) 
(104) 
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(Cancerと略す)
Bruce Fraser: An Analysis of “Even" in English Studies in Linguistic Semantics 













現在は単一の接続詞としか感じられないもの，また.in order that~のように. order単独
でtheendの意味に用いられず.in order that~ではじめて to the end that~の意味とな
るようなものは，分離不可能として除いた。 Thereis no doubt that~のような，意味上，
doubtとthatclauseの間に前置詞の省略が感じられる，石橋幸太郎氏の言われる Asyndetic
clauseは含めた。つまり，氏の言われる Contactclauseをとりあげた訳である。本稿では，
これを指して同格構文と呼ぶことにする。」東.op. cit.， p.58 
6) Quirk， Greenbaum， Leech， Svartvik: A Grammar of Contemporary English (Long-
man 1972) p. 875 13， 17 
7) Ibid.， p.627 9， 183 
8) definiteな意味の限定辞の中には，定冠詞，所有格，指示詞が含まれる。
9)中島文雄:英語の構造岩波新書 (1980)XXV名詞化 pp.129-130





A Study of Romeo and Juliet 
By RiわIUKono 
Abstract 
Generally speaking， Romeo a元dJuliet by Shakespeare is regarded as a tragedy 
on“the predestined victims of a malicious Fate" as George lan Duthie says in the 
Introduction of Romeo and Juliet， one of the series of the New Sh暗記ゆearepublished 
by Cambridge University Press. Middleton Murry also says in his Shake.ゆeare(pp 
186-7)出at“itis only the tempest of circumstance which wrecks the life of Romeo 
and Juliet …They are the victims not of their passion but of crass casualty; they 
are fortune's fools， not their own." I cannot assent to them: I prefer to say that 
Romeo and Juliet are sil!y lovers. Both of them are too much passionate， too much 
impatient， and moreover， too much “doting for loving" each other to accept the 
amicable and warmhearted advice by Friar Lawrence. Indeed Friar Lawrence 
gives his considerate advice to them : 
“Wisely and slow. They stumble that run fast (1， iv， 193)" or 
“These violent delights have violent ends， 
And in their triumph die， like fire and powder， 
Which， as they kiss， consume. (1， vi， 11. 9-11)" 
I rather agree with Prof. P. Mihvard who says in his book to the effect that 
every human beings has his own will， by which he goes beyond the activities of the 
stars， or Fate， or Destiny， or Fortune etc. In the case of the star-crossed lovers， 
there were so many chances that they would change the activities of the stars， or 
Fate， or Destiny， or Fortune， etc. But， according to Prof. Milward， itis by 
Romeo， not by Fortune， that the disastrous end was caused: by his own wil! he 
impatiently decided that the revenge against Tybalt was his only means 
Then what is “his own wil!" ? Prof. Milward does not explain plainly. But if I try 
to explain the meaning of “his own will" by using Friar Lawrence's words， I assure 




Shakespeare adapted this tragedy to the mediaeval view of the Destiny on the 
surface， but the play itself shows us that he could not dissemble his susceptibility to 
the “humanity~centered" movement of Renaissance. 
序
Shakespeareの RomeoとJulietの悲劇は運命悲劇と一般に言われている。
Cambridge大学の TheNew ShakesρeareのRomeo and Julietを見ても，
Introductionのところで， Geor文eIan Duthieは
Romeo and Juliet are ‘star~crossed'. Again and again the dialogue brings out 
the theme of the malignant influence of the stars on human beings. From quite 
early in the play we have the expression of premonitions of unhappy doom. The 
lovers are the predestined victims of a malicious Fate. Fortune is against them 
The stars， or Fate， or Destiny， orFortune， orwhatever other specific name may be 
applied to the cosmic force with which we are concemed， brings the lovers together， 
gives them supreme happiness and self~fulfiIIment for a short time， and then casts 























































0， 1 am fortune's foI ! 
のfortuneであり，又，例えばJulietが死んだという知らせを Mantuaで受け
取った時，さけぶ、


































おそらく，例えば， Middleton Murryが彼の Shakesteareの中で言っている言
葉
It is only the tempest of circumstance which wreacks the life of Romeo and Juliet. 
一Theyare the victims not of their passion but of crass casualty; they are fortune's 















Why then， 0 brawling love， 0 loving fate， 
o anything， of nothing first created! 
o heavy lightness， serious vanity， 
Misshapen chaos of well-seeming forms， 
Feather of lead， bright smoke， cold fire， sick health， 
Still-waking sleep， that is not what it is! 
This love feel 1， that feel no love in this. (1， i， 11. 178-184) 
つまり，Romeoは彼の恋心が Rosalineに受け入れてもらえないがために悩んでト
いるのである。 Romeoによると， Rosalineは，
She will not stay the siege of loving terms， 
N or bide th' encounter of assailing eyes， 
Nor ope her lap to saint-seducing gold. (lbid.， 11. 214-216) 
そして，あまつさえ，
She hath forsworn to love，…(lbid.， 1.225) 
であった。それで Romeoは，
…and in that vow 




Tut! 1 have 10st myself; 1 am not here ; 




. .She'lI not be hit 
With Cupid's arrow. (lbid.， 11. 210-211) 
といって嘆くことはあるものであるが，Romeoの父の Montagueが心配のあま
り，息子のことを Benvolioに語る言葉，即ち，
Many a morning hath he there been seen， 
With tears augmenting the fresh morning's dew， 
Adding to clouds more clouds with his deep sighs; 
But al so soon as the all-cheering sun 
Shou1d in the farthest East begin to draw 
The shady curtains from Aurora's bed， 
Away from 1ight stea1s home my heavy son 
And private in his chamber pens himse1f， 
Shuts up his windows， 10cks fair daylight out， 
And makes himse1f an artificia1 night. 
B1ack and portentous must this humor prove 





B1ind is his 10ve and best befits the dark. (I， i， 1.32) 
従って Romeoの心は暗闇なのである。心が暗闇であるから自分自身を見失なう
(I have lost myself.) ことになれ又，恋は盲目であるが故に，
(113) 
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He that is strucken blind cannot forget 
The precious treasure of his eyesight lost. (1， i， 1，234-235) 
ということになるのであろう。そこでどうしても理性という視力を回復し，そ
の結果，暗閣の中から Romeo自身を救い出すのには， Benvolioの言うように，
By giving liberty unto thine eyes. (Ibid.， 1.229) 
しなければならない。具体的には，







It seems she hangs upon the cheek of night 
As a rich jewel in an Ethiop's ear 
Beauty too rich for use， for earth too dεar! 
So shows a snowy dove trooping with crows 
As yonder lady o'er her fellows shows. 
The measure done， 1'1watch her place of stand 
And， touching hers， make bless巴dmy rude hand. 
Did my heart love til now? Forswear it， sight! 
For 1 ne'er saw true beauty til this night. (1， v， 1， 46-54) 
と変ってしまうからだ。 Romeoが Benvolioに
Show me a mistress that is passing fair : 
What doth her beauty serve but as a not巴
(114) 
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Holy 5aint Francis， what a change in here ! 
Is Rosaline， whom thou didst love so dear， 
50 soon forsaken? young men's love then lies 
Not truly in their hearts， but in their eyes. (I， i， 11.65-68) 
と，吾々も思わなければならない。ところが Benvolioはそういう Romeoの恋
心というものを，すでに見抜いていたので，この芝居の 1幕2場ではっきりと，
Take thou some new infection to thy eye， 
And the rank poison of the old will die. (1， i， 11. 50-51) 
と言っているのである。否， Benvolioばかりではない。 Romeoが帰依している
僧 Lawrenceも， Romeoの恋をすでに doting (1， ii， l.82) と思っていたの







…0， she knew well 





う。別な言葉で言えば， Romeoの恋心とはひと目ぼれthecharm of looks(Act 










Alas that love， whose view is muffled stiJl， 





Within the infant rind of this weak flower 
Poinson hath residence， and medicine power; 
For this being smelt with that part cheers each part ; 
Being tasted， stays al senses with the heart 
Two such opposed kings encamp them stiJl 
In man as well as herbs--grace and rude wiJl ; 
(116) 
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And where the worser is predominant， 
Full soon the canker death eats up that plant. (I， i， 11. 23-30) 
と言っておるので， Romeoのいう hiswillとは，神的なものに対する獣的なも
の，僧 Lawrenceの言葉で言えば， rude willのことであって，具体的には，は
げしい性欲を指すことになるであろう。従って Romeoの恋は彼の性欲が求める
恋であるとも言えるのであって， Mercutioは，はっきり，
Now will he sit under a medlar tree 
And wish his mistress were that kind of fruit 
As maids call medlars when they laugh alone. (I， i， 11.34-36) 
と言い切っているのである。そういう恋は Mercutioの言うように成就するはず
がない。





Verona brags of him 




Romeo."・Thusfrom my lips， by thine my sin is purged. 
(Kisses her.) 
Juliet. Then have my lips the sin that they have took. 
Romeo. Sin from my lips? 0 trespass sweetly urged ! 
Give my my sin again. (Kisses her.) (1， v， 11.108-111) 
かくして RomeoはJulietと唇を重ねることが出来たのであるが，唇を重ねると
いうことは肉体的接触を求める性欲の，一つのあらわれである。 avirtuous and 
(117) 
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well-governed youthである Romeoは，手をふれるだけでも holy-shrineであ







My child is yet a stranger in the world. (1， i， 1.8) 
ということなので，いわば世間知らずの，うぶな娘である。 Parisからの求婚の
ことで， Lady Capuletが，
Speak briefly， can you like of Paris'love? (1， i， 1.96) 
ときかれた時， Juldetははっきりと，
I'l look to like， iflooking like move; 
But no more deep wi!l 1 endart mine eye.・. (1bid.， 11. 97-98) 
と答えるだけの分別を持っている。若い年頃の恋というものは，僧 Lawrenceも
言うように，
Y oung men's love then lies 
Not truly in their hearts， but in their eyes. (I， i， 11. 67-68) 
だれでも，ひと目ぽれから始まる。だが僧 Lawrenceが Romeoをさとして











But trust me， gentleman， I'Il prove more true 
Than those that have more cunning to be strange. 
1 should have been more strange， 1 must confess， 
But that thou overheard'st， ere 1 was ware， 




Although 1 joy in thee， 
1 have no joy of this contract tonight. 
It is too rash， too unadvised， too sudden; 
Too Iike the Iightning， which doth cease to be 
Ere one can say it Iightens. Sweet， good night ! 
This bud of Iove， by summer's ripening breath， 








Do not swear at al ; 
Or if thou wilt， swear by thy gracious self， 
Which is the god of my idolatry， 
And 1'1 believe thee. (Ibid.， 11.112-115) 
と冷静さを失わない。ところが Romeoの方は rudewillによって肉体的接触を
求めているから，性欲そのものである。
Romeo. 0， wilt thou leave me so unsatisfied? 
Juliet. What satisfaction canst thou have tonight? 
そうして，そういう Romeoに対して，なだめるように，はっきりと，
If that thy bent of love be honorable， 
Thy purpose marriage， send me word tomorrow， 
By one that 1'1 procure to come to thee， 
Where and what time thou wilt perform the rite ; 
And al my fortunes at thy foot 1'1 lay 
And follow thee my lord throughout the world. (Ibid.， 11. 143-148) 
と言うのである。これは， rude willになっている時の Romeoではなく， grace 














Alas， poor Romeo， he is already dead : 
stabbed with a white wench's black eye; run through 
the ear with a Iove song; the very pin of his heart 




Without his roe， Iike a dried herring. (1bid.， 1.40) 
といい，いつもの卑袈な言葉で，
For this driv巴Iinglove is like a great 
naturaI that runs IoIIing up and down to hide his 
bauble in a hole. (1bid.， 11. 97-99) 
といって， Romeoは性欲の炎に狂っていることをのべている。
一方， Nurse はどうかというとJulietの使として， Romeotこ逢って帰るので
あるが，吉報を待ちこがれている Julietに中々話をしたがらない。それどころ
か，しびれをきらして，
Let me be satisfied， is't good or bad? (1， v， 1.37) 
とせかす Julietに，
Well， you have made a simple choice; you 
kn9w not how to choose a man. Romeo? N 0， not 
he. Though his face be better than any man's， yet 
his leg excels al men's; and for a hand and a foot， 
and a body， though they be not to be talked on， 
(121) 
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yet they are past compare. He is not the flower of 
courtesy， but， 1'1waηant him， as gentle as a lamb 





に感じ取ったのではなかったか。つまり， a fool's paradise (II，IV， 1. 174)へ
連れこもωうとしている Romeoだということを本能的に読み取ったと思うのだ。
だから，中々話したがらず，「つまらぬ撰択をした (You have made a simple 











We11， sir， my mistress is the sweetest lady. Lord， 
Lord! When ‘twas a litle prating thing--O， there is 
a nobleman in town， one Paris， that would fain lay 
knife aboard; but she， good soul， had as lief see 
a toad，. a very toad， as see him. 1 anger her sometimes， 
and te1 her that Paris is the properer man ; 
but 1'1 warrant you， when 1 say so， she looks as 






の言うように， a virtuous and well-governed youth (1， v， L 69)であるなら，









Here comes the lady. 0， so light a foot 
Will ne'er wear out the everlasting flint 
A lover may bestride the gossamers 
That idles in the wanton summer air， 
And yet not fal; so light is vanity. (1， vi， 11. 16-20) 
Julietの軽やかな足どりは，彼女の心の状態をあらわしているのであろう。Juliet
の告白によれば，
But my true love is grown to such excess 








…if love be bIind 
It best agrees with night. (II， i， 11. 9-10) 
と言う有様である。彼女にとって，夜は，





So tedious is this day 
As is the night before some festival 
To an impatient child that hath new robes 








These violent delights have violent ends 
And in their triumph die， like fire and powder， 





時間あと， Julietの場合は三時間 (thythree-hours wife III， i， 1.99)たって





れ故.Julietとの恋に生きるためには Tybaltによる Mercutio殺害の件を Prince
ofVeronaにまかせるだけの，冷静な分別が Romeoにあってしかるべきであっ
た。そういう冷静さがなく，
Away to heaven respective lenity， 









There is no world without Verona walls， 
But purgatory， torture， hel itself. 
Hence banished is banished from the world， 
And world's exile is death. Then “banished" 
Is death mistermed. Calling death “banished，" 
Thou cut'st my head off with a golden ax 
And smilest upon the stroke that murders me. (II， i， 11. 17-23) 
といって泣きわめく Romeoであった。僧 Lawrenceは，




Thou fond mad man， hear me a litle speak. (Ibid.， 1.52) 
といい，それでもなお，短剣でひと思いに自分を突いて死のうとする Romeoに，
Art thou a man? Thy form cries out thou art ; 
Thy tears are womanish， thy wild acts denote 







o serpent heart， hid with a flow'ring face! (II， i， 1.73) 
といって驚き，次のように言う。
Did ever dragon keep so fair a cav巴?
Beautiful tyrant! Fiend angelical ! 
Dove-feather剖 raven! Wolvish-rav巴ninglamb! 
Despised substance of divinest show ! 
Just opposite to what thou justly seem'st--
A damned saint， an honorable villain ! 
o nature， what hadst thou to do in hell 
When thou didst bower the spirit of a fiend 
In mortal paradise of such sweet flesh ? 
Was ever book containing such vile matter 
50 fairly bound? 0， that deceit should dwell 






My husband lives， that Tybalt would have slain ; 
And Tybalt's dead， that would have slain my husband. 
A11 this is comfort; wherefore weep I then? (Ibid.， 11. 105←107) 
といい，何のためにそれでは泣くのかと考えた時に，「追放」という言葉が Tybalt
の死よりもず、っと悲しいと言い，その上，
Or， ifsour woe delights in fe110wship 
And needly wi11 be ranked with other griefs， 
Why fo11owed not， when she said“Tybalt's dead，" 
Thy father， or thy mother， nay， or both，・・ (Ibid.，11. 116-119) 
と，彼女の父や母がたとえ死んだとしても， Romeoの追放の方が，それにもま
して，ず、っと悲しいことだと考えるようになる。こうして， Julietは，
1'1 to my wedding bed ; 





And a1 my fortunes at thy foot 1'1 lay 





Thy Juliet is alive， 
For whose dear sake thou wast but lately dead 
There art thou happy. Tybalt would kil thee， 
But thou slewest Tybalt. There art thou happy. 
The law， that threat'ned death， becomes thy friend 
(127) 
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And turns it to exile. There art thou happy 
A pack of blessings light upon thy back ; 
Happiness courts thee in her best array，…・・ (II， i， 11.134-141) 
と言っているように，Romeoには全く幸運であることがわかるはずなのである。
従って，
0， 1 am fortune's fool ! (II， i， 1.140) 
と歎く必要は少しもないはずである。事態を冷静に考えてみれば，僧 Lawrence
が言うように，
A pack of blessings light upon thy back，..ー (II，i， 1.140) 
なのである。ところが「理性を失なった獣同然の興奮 (theunreasonable fury 
of a beast) (III， ii， 1. 110) J状態にある Romeoには幸運には思えないのであ
る。そういう Romeoに対して僧 Lawrenceは，それ故，
Take heed， take heed， for such die miserable. (1bid.， 1.144) 
と忠告するのである。













And you be mine， 1'1give you to my friend ; 
And you be not， hang， beg， starve， die in the streets， 
For， by my soul， 1'1ne'er acknowledge thee， 
N or what is mine shall never do thee good. 
Trust to't. Bethink you. 1'1 not be forsworn. (II， v， 11. 192-196) 
と申し渡される。母親にも取りなしを求めて，
Delay this marriage for a month， a week ; 
Or if you do not， make the bridal bed 
In that dim monument where Tybalt lies. (Ibid.， 11. 200-202) 
と言うのであるが，
Talk not to me， for 1'1 not speak a word. 
Do as thou wilt， for 1 have done with thee. (Ibid.， 11. 203-204) 
と相手にされない。そこでnurseに助けを求めるが，Romeoをあきらめて， Paris 
と結婚するようにと次のように言う。
Romeo's a dishclout to him. An eagle， madam， 
Hath not so green， so quick， so fair an eye 
As Paris hath. Beshrew my very heart， 
1 think you are happy in this second match， 
For it excels your first ;…… (Ibid.， 11. 220-224) 
これは nurseの本心であろう。 Julietが，
Speak'st thou from thy heart? (Ibid.， 1.227) 
と尋ねたのに対し，


















ないのなら， I make the bridal bed in that dim rhonument where Tybalt lies.J 
という Julietの言葉がそれである。しかし母親の LadyCapuletは，怒り心頭に
達している夫の Capuletに，
You are too hot. (II， v， 1.175) 
と言いながらも，自分自身も toohotになっていたし，又自分自身も，
















のいる Mantuaへ逃してやれないのかということである。 Julietがpasthope， 
past care， past help !といって助けを求めて来た時，すぐさま， Julietを変相さ
せるとか何とかして，Romeoのいる Mantuaへ逃がしてそれから後のことを考
えるべきであったと思うのだが，これも又，現代的すぎるのであろうか。
一方 Mantuaに追放されてきている Romeoは，Mantuaに来た翌日 Balthasar
から Julietの死をきかされて，
Then 1 defy you， stars! 
Thou knowest my lodging. Get me ink and paper 
And hire post horses. 1 wil hence tonight. (V， i， 11. 24-26) 
というのであるが，このところの
Then 1 defy you， stars! 
のstarsは何であろうか。最初の序文のところで引用した GeorgeIan Duthieの
Introductionの中にある言葉，即ち，










thee in her best array. (II， ii， 1.141) J とさとされて， Romeoはおそらく納
得して Mantuaに来たはずで、ある。ところが Julietが死んだ、と聞いたとたん，
僧 Lawrenceの説諭も吹きとんでしまって，「何が幸運だ，何が仕合せだ，そん
なものくそくらえ /Jといった気持が Then，1 defy you， stars!の言葉であろ
うと思う。(僧 Lawrenceの数えあげた仕合せを starsと複数にしたのであろう。)
だから Balthasarは心配して，
I do beseech you， sir， have patience 
Y our looks are pale and wild and do import. 
Some misadventure. (V， i， 11. 27-29) 
と言わざるを得なかったのである。Balthasarの言うように patienceを持って，
僧 Lawrenceからの連絡を待つべきであった。それなのに Romeoは，
Wel!， Juliet， I will lie with thee tonight. (lbid.， 1.34) 
といって，死ぬことを考え，その手段を思考する。そううして僧 Lawrenceか
らの連絡も待たずに，
o mischief， thou art swift 
To enter in the thoughts of desperate men! (lbid.， 11. 35-36) 
といって，自分自身を adesperate manに仕立ててしまった Romeoは毒薬を
買い求める。
Let me have 
A dram of poison， such soon-speeding gear 
As will disperse itself through al! the veins 
That the life-weary taker may fal! dead， 
And that the trunk may be discharged of breath 
As violently as hasty powder fired 












But 1 wil write again to Mantua， 
And keep her at my cel ti1l Romeo come--(V， i， 11. 27-28) 
と言っていることではあるし，やはり Romeoに僧 Lawrenceからの連絡を待つ
だけの patienceの心があったら，RomeoとJulietの悲劇は防げたかも知れない。
兎に角， patienceの心がなく， hasty powderに火がついた如く死にむかつて





A greater power than we can contradict 




There are more things in heaven and earth， Horatio， 



















Thou desperate pilot， now at once run on 












In man as weIl as herbs--grace and rude will ; 
And where the worser is predominant， 
























1 fear， too early; for my mind misgives 
(135) 
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Some consequence， yet hanging in the stars， 
Shall bitterly begin his fearful date 
With this night's revels， and expire the term 
Of a despised life closed in my breast， 
By some vile forfeit of untimely death. 
But he that hath the steerage of my course 








道をえらばずにこの件の処置を Princeof Veronaである Escalusにまかせるだ
けの冷静な分別があったら，悲劇的結末への道に入りこまずにすんだであろう。









grace willでもって行動すべきであった。Capulet家の Ballにのりこむ時 Romeo
は，
But he that hath the steerage of my course 
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A Study of Blake's The Gates 01 Paradise 
By Rikyu Kono 
Abstract 
When The Gates 01 Paradise was engraved in 1793， the title was For Children/ 
The Gate 01 Paradise. But in 1818 the title of this emblem-book was changed into 
For the Sexes/The白的 01Paradise. Why did Blake change the title? 
In 1789 Blake issued Songs 01 Innocence， whose publication， 1 think， was due to 
the issue of the Divine Songs j討 Childrenby Issac Watts in 1788， because his Dぜ'vine
Songs was written for great purpose of the education for children in his age. Blake 
was， 1 suppose， so much repulsive against this Divine Songs that he was driv巴nto 
publish Songs 01 Innocence in next year. By 1794 another type of songs， which was 
later called Songs 01 Eψerience， had been engraved. Blake had been caught by 
a new idea that this Songs 01 Experience should be bound in one volume with the 
Songs 01 Innocence under “Shewing the Two Contrary States of the Human Soul". 
Then necessarily he was， 1 believe， compelled to publish a certain book for children 
in succession to the Songs 01 Innocence， which was an emblem-book named For 
Children/ The Gates 01 Paradise. 
The Songs 01 Innocence and 01丘ψeriencein one volume was not so much 
ignored that he might abruptly think that it would be better to make another 
emblem-book opposed to The 白 tes01 Paradi匂 andto get them bound in one 
volume. Geoffrey Keynes shows us .a sheet of picture in the Introductory volume 
of the facsimile edition of Blake's The Gat，ω01 Paradise， which tells us that Blake 
tried to engrave The Gates 01 Hell. But this idea was， of course， not fulfilled， 
because， 1 think he might notice that Paradise and Hell are not contrary each other 
just like the Innocence and the Experience of the Human Soul， and that they are in 
the interpenetration each other: Paradise is in Hell and Hell in Paradise 
These two editions， inspite of the same emblem-book， make it possible to give 
the different interpretation: whereas For Children/The Gates 01 Paradise in 1793 
(139) 
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teaches us the awakening our mind-eye to the Etemal W orld (Paradise)， For the 
Sexes/The Gates 01 Paradise in 1818 expresses， 1 think， the interp巴netrationbetween 
Paradise and Hell， by adding The Keys， Prologue， and Epilogue to the emblem-book. 
Therefore， when The Gates 01 Paradise was reissued in 1818 it was necessary for 
him to change the title. 
序
The Gates 0/ ParadiseはEmblembookで， 1793年初めて彫版された時は
題が ForChildren/ The Gates 0/ Paradiseとなっていた。ところが1818年に
出されたものでは Forthe Sexes/The Gates 0/ Paradiseとなっているのであ












の詩，Songs 0/ Ex，ρerzenceが書かれて行ったが，やがて1794年に Songs0/ 
E:xperienceのtitle-pageが出来上る噴までには，Songs0/ EゆerzenceをSongs
o斤Innocenceと合本することによって，‘thetwo Contrary States of the Human 
Soul'をうたった詩として，世に問う構想、がBlakeの胸の中に，すでに出来上っ
ていたものと考えられる。そうすると IsaacWattsのDivineSongs 0/ Children 
(140) 
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に反対する意図のもとで出版された Songs01 InnocenceがSongs01 E:xperience 
と合本してしまうと，当然のことながら，Songs 01 Innocenceを発表した当初
の目的がなくなってしまうので，いわば，Soη!gs 01 Innocenceに代るべきもの
として，The Gates 01 Paradiseが彫版され，For Childrenという題がつけら
れて，一足早く 1793年に発表されたのではなかろうかと考えるのである。
一方 BlakeはSongs01 InnocenceをSongs01 E;ゆerienceと合本して Songs
01 Innocence and 01 Experienceと題して1794年に出してみると，まんざらで
もなかったので，今度はすでに出版した TheGa品目ザ Paradiseに相対する形
の，The Gates 01 Hellを彫版してみようと Blakeは考えたらしい。 TheGates 
01 Hellは結局のところ，製作されず， Blakeの頭の中だけで終ってしまったの
であるが， Geoffrey Keynes は1968年複製出版したBlakeの The Gates 01 
ParadiseのIntroductoryvolumeで，The Gates 01 Hellと書しユた Blakeの，
いわば，筆蹟を写真で紹介し，証拠としているので，考えたことは確かである。





は気がついたからでなかろうか。つまり Paradiseの中に Hellがあり， Hellの
中に Paradiseがあるのであって，両者は別々に，対立しであるものではないと
いうことである。そういうことで，The Gates 01 Heltの製作はしなかったの
であろう。それから又ParadiseとHellとは相即相入の関係にあるということ
を， 1818年に Forthe SexesJThe 白 tes01 Paradiseと題を変えて出すことに
よって，表現しようとしたのだと私は考える。そのために，1793年と同じEmblem
bookでありながら，The Keysや PrologueそれにEρilogueをつけ加えたので
はなかったろうか。兎に角，For ChildrenJ The Gates 01 Paradiseよりも For









Here Blake uses the old Greek symbol of the body as a cacoon from which the soul 




The 'Catterpiller on the Leaf' in the illustration symbolizes man as a worm feeding 
on the vegetable life of the material world， that is， on error.(2) 
(142) 
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といっている。サナギや毛虫というような， wormの姿で象徴される人間は，




The Marr開e01 Heaven and Hell (c針。 1790-93)のProverb01 HeUで
Blakeは，
As the catterpiller chooses the fairest leaves to lay her egg on， sothe priest lays his 





We are led to Believe a Lie 
When we see not through the Eye 
Which was Born in a night to perish in a Night 
When the Soul Slept in Beams of Light.(4) 
一切のものを「眼でもって (withthe Eye) J見る限り，うわべだけの判断しか
出来ない。うわべだけの判断はたいてい二元的て、あって，吾々の魂 (Soul) を
ゆさぶるような結果は生じない。ところが「眼を通して (throughthe Eye) J 
一切を見る時，一切のものすべてが吾々の魂と共鳴するのを感じ取ることが出
来るのである。そういうことを Blakeは次のように説明している。
When the Sun rises， do you not see a round disk of fire somewhat like a Guinea ? 
o no， no. 1 see an lnnumerable company of the Heavenly host crying‘Holy， Holy 












Mar伐恕e0/ Heaven and Hellの中で次のように言っている。
If the door of perception were cleansed everything would appear to man as it is， 
infinite. For man has closed himself up， til he sees al things thro' narrow chinks 




の下に，「人間とは何か(Whatis Man?) J と書いているが，その答は人間と
いうものは「眼でもって」しか物ごとを見ることが出来ない wormの如きもの
であるというのであろう。しかし，それに次いで
The Sun's Light when he unfolds it 







ところで， 1818年版においては， Frontispieceの意味を解く Keyがついてい
て，次のようになっている。
(144) 
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The Catterpiller on the Leaf 
Reminds thee of thy Mother's Grief. 
369 
この linesはそのまま Auguries 01 Innocenceの中に出ているのであるが，




























が意味するような絵は，The Gates 01 Paradiseの，この Frontispieceの絵以






Mutual Forgiveness of each Vice， 
Such are the Gates of Paradise 
Against the Accuser's chief desire， 






















N 0 individual can keep these Laws， for they are death to every energy of man and 
forbid the springs of life.(7) 
であって，そういう十誠を守護するケ/レビムは， Blakeにとっては，究極的に
はSelfhoodそのものなのである。
Thus was the Covering Cherub reveal'd， majestic image 
Of Selfhood， Body put off， the Antichrist accursed， 
Cover'd with precious stones: ...開
Prologueは更に続いている。
Jehovah's fingers Wrote the Law: 
(147) 
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Then Wept! then rose in Zeal & A we， 
And in the midst of Sinai's heat 
Hid it beneath his Mercy Seat. 
o Christians， Christinas! tel me Why 




I tel you， no virtue can exist without br巴akingthese ten commandments. Jesus 
was al virtue， and acted from impulse， not from rules.(9) 
それなのに，世のキリスト教徒はやたらと r~すべからず」と，十誠の提にも
等しい ruleやlawを作って，人々を規制し，人々の慈悲心や愛の心をつみとっ
てしまっている。そういうことこそ， The Gates of Hellではないのか。 Blake
は以上のように，この Prologueで当時の宗教界を批判するのであったの
(3) Plate 1 
(148) 
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この絵には
1 found him beneath a tree in the Garden. 













My Eternal Man set in Repose， 
The Female from his darkness rose 
とある。 EternalManとは Blakeの神話では Albionのことである。 Albionが
「座して休む」とは深い眠りにつくことである。そうして Albionが眠る時，Creation 
がはじまり，一切が分別の眼でもって見られるようになる。又二行目の TheFemale 
とは Jerusalemのことで， Blakeの神話によると， Libertyをあらわす女性で，
Albionのemanationなのである。 A Vision 01 the Last JudgmentでBlake
は
In Eternity Woman is the Emanation of Man: she has No Will of her own. 
There is no such thing in Eternity as a Female Will.(叩)







And She found me beneath a Tree， 
A Mandrake， & in her Veil bid me. 








(4) Plate 2 
(150) 
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第2図のタイトルは「水」である。そして，

























He struggles into Life 
と書いている。 Keyを見ると，
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反対したのであった。
この絵では.material worldに生れた人間の姿を示しているわけである。
(6) Plate 4 
第 4図は「空気」である。これには
On Cloudy Doubts & Reasoning Cares 
とある。この場合の雲という言葉の意味は cloudsof reason (The V oice of 
















(7) Plate 5 
第 5図のタイトルは「火」である。この絵は， Luciferである Satanが神と戦
うため槍と盾を持って火の中に立ち現われたところを描いたものである。この
絵に Blakeは
That end in endless Strife. 
という言葉をつけている。 S.F.Damonは
As a state of mind in the fallen man， Fire is flind warfareY') 
(154) 








Two Horn'd Reasoning， Cloven Fiction， 
In Doubt， which is Self contradiction， 
A dark Hermaphrodite 1 stood， 












Round me flew the Flaming Sword ; 
Round her snowy Whirlwinds roar'd， 
Freezing her Vei!， the Mundane Shell 
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I rent the Veil wher the Dead dwell : 
When weary Man enters his Cave 













Some find a Female Garment there， 
And some a Male， woven with care， 
Lest the Sexual Garments sweet 












(9) Plate 7 
この絵のテーマは，
What are these? Alas! the Female Martyr， 
1s She also the Divine 1mage? 
で，ある。絵には飛び去りつつある fairyと，これを帽子でたたき落そうと追し功〉
けている青年，それに帽子でたたき落されて，地上にのびて倒されている fairy
が描かれている。 S.F.Damonはこの fairyをanatural joyと解している。 (13)
(158) 







One Dies ! Alas! the Living & Dead， 
















My Son! my Son ! 
とあるから，父と子のいさかいを描いたものであろう。 Keyには
In Vain←glory hatcht & nurst， 
By double Spectres Self Accurst， 
My Son! my Son! thou treatest me 
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The Negation is the Spectre， the Reasoning Power in Man: this is a false Body， an 
incrustation over my Immortal Spirit， a Selfhood which must be put off & annihilat 
rl ".lHT-:lu(14) eaaway. 
とか，又，
The spectre is the Reasoning Power in Man， & when separated from Imagination 
and closing itself as in steel in a Ratio of the things of Memory， Itthence frames 





















In Blake's system， Beulah is the realm of the Subconscious. It is the source of 
poetic inspiration and of dreams (FZi: 20， 99， 246; Mil 2: 1; ] 17: 27; 36: 22; 
63: 37; 79: 74). In Beulah，“Contrarieties are equally True" (Mil 30: 1; ] 48: 
14); and it is now well known that in the Subconscious， love and hate coexist 
without affecting each other， also tenderness and cruelty， prudishness and lust， 




Such is the nature of the U1ro that whatever enters becomes Sexual & isCreated 
and Vegetated and Born.(17) 
であるから Materialworldである。一方永遠の世界は
(162) 
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In Eternity， the Individual contains his feminine portion within him; consequently 
marriage does not exist there. “Humanity is far above sexual organization & the 
Visions of the Night of Beulah where Sexes wander in dreams of bliss among the 
Emanations"σ79: 73).(18) 
なのである。この絵には，
I want! I want ! 
という言葉がついており，文， Keyは，
On the shadows of the Moon 
Climbing thro' Night's highest noon 
とあるから，要するにこの絵は，若者が理性の支配する MaterialW orldを脱出
して，月の世界，即ち Beulahの世界にあこがれていることを示しているのであ
ろう。 G.Keynesは1968年に出版した Blakeの TheGates 01 Paradiseの復製
本の Commentaryの中で













In Time's Ocean falling down'd 
ということである。従ってこの絵は，時間という海に落ちて，潮流に流されな







For al are Men in Eternity， Rivers， Mountains， Cities， Villages， 
All are Human， & when you enter into their Bosoms you walk 
In Heavens & Earths， as in your own Bosom you hear your Heaven 
(164) 
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And Earth & al you behold; tho' it appears Without， itis Within， 
In your Imagination， of which this World of Mortality is but a Shadow.(21) 
という自覚が必要である。そういう自覚のある人，そういう境地を体得した人





















In Aged Ignorance profound， 
Holy & cold， 1 clip'd the Wings 
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(14) Plate 12 
息子や孫とーしょに牢獄の中に入れられた CountUgolinoの絵である。Ugolino
della Gherardesca (1200?-1289)はイタリアの Pisaの貴族であるが，裏切者
の司祭のために政治的陰謀の罪で捕えられ， 2人の子と 2人の孫と共に投獄さ
れ，牢の中で餓死したのであった。この絵には，





And in depths of my Dungeons 
Closed the Father & the Sons. 
















Fear & Hope are-Vision 
とあり， Keyには，
But wh巴nonce 1 did descry 
The ImmortaI Man that cannot Die， 
(168) 
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Thro' evening shades 1 haste away 
















The Door of Death 1 open found 

















1 have said to the W onn : 
Thou art my mother & my sister 
という言葉がついている。この言葉はおそらく「ヨブ記」のXVII:14の
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うに corruptionされ，そうしてどのように虫の餌になっても，かまわないので
ある。むしろ虫の餌になることによって，虫が育ってゆけば，虫に対して，「My
mother Jとか 'mysisterJ とかという親近感がわくというものであろう。
1793年版のでは，ここで、終っているのであるが， 1818年のには Keyとして，
次のような言葉がついている。
Thou'rt my Mother from the W omb， 
Wife， Sister， Daughter， tothe Tomb， 
Weaving to Dreams the Sexual strife 
And weeping over the Web of Life 
S. F. Damenによると， Blakeの干申言'dでは，
Vala is first a worm， then becomes a serpent and a dragon， before she is born as an 
infant (FZ 11: 83-92)). Orc also is first a worm in the womb， then a serpent， then 
“many forms of fish， bird & beast" before he is born as a baby (Ur. 19: 20-36).(23) 
なのである。 'Valaはinfantとして生れる前 serpentであり dragonであった」
とか，「Orcはbabyとして生れる前， wormであり，それから serpentであり，















Sexes must vanish & cease to be when Albion arises from his dread repose.(25) 
であるから，Humanityということにおいては男も女も同じである。Blakeの神
話で言えば， 4つの Zoaである Los，Urizen， Luvahそれに Tharmasがそれ
ぞれ分相応に方位を守る等，それぞれの役目を果しておれば， Sexual Strifeも
おこらないし， Web ofLifeを張る必要もないのである。従って SexualStrife 
















廻転生に終止符を打ち，肉体は wormに残して， The Gates of Paradiseに入
札永遠の生に生きることを薦めることにあったのである。
(174) 




To The Accuser who is 
The God of This W orld 
Truly， My Satan， thou art but a Dunce， 
And dost not know the Garrnent from the Man 
Every Harlot was a Virgin once， 
Nor can'st thou ever change Kate into Nan. 
Tho' thou art Worship'd by the Names Divine 
Of Jesus & Jehovah， thou art stil 
The Son of Morn in weary Night's decline， 










Where Mercy， Love & Pity dwell 
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A Study of Relation between Matters Connected with 
Health and Physical Strength or Athletic Ability 
lncluding Changes according to Yearly Process 
-With Special Reference to the Students of 
加'IuroranInstitute of Technology 
Ichiji Seino， Hidetoshi Konari， and Koji Taniguchi 
Abstract 
The word Health， of course， means a good condition in both mind and body 
This is the truth with human beings who lead social life and not exceptional with 
students. We cannot live a sound and creative life without health. To the stud 
ents as well， a matter of health is of much importance in order to lead the fruitfull 
campus life. Surrounded by such natural or social circumstances as the present 
day， they have to get more informations of their own health independently and 
concretely. 
In this paper， we try to get some facts， through investigations， concerning the 
matters connecte1 with health of our students. Next we represent the profile of 
their physical strength and athletic ability compared with those standards， and 


















(1) 調査測定期間昭和55年 5 月~7 月
(2) 調査測定対象 本学学生1， 2， 3， 4年次
内訳
o調査書 1年次413名， 2年次420名， 3年次49名， 4年次29名
o測定 1年次469名， 2年次455名， 3年次67名， 4年次30名
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II)運動について
ドIg 29 学宇中活の中で運動継続の必要性についての説、議目 (1) 
山 あな t:lJ.J}，!仰の学生"訴の【l'で運動を総統
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Fl g 3'0 運動 スボ ソの効果についての認識の調査 I 司
，" あ主任は運動 スボ アをするこどによ
勺てどんな効果が什ずると患います力。
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f'，民 31 体力・運動機能測定値目認識についての調査 I (3) 
131 Jらむとは臼分の遍動峨能や体力測定値tつ
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F I g 32 体}J測定{抗 運動機能測定値についての調査園 11 
他l 運動樋催、体力側近航の烏乏
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前掲の表によると全般的に本学学生の測定値は全国平均を下廻るものが多く
特に 50m， 1500 mに著しく現れ年齢が移行しでもその傾向は変らない。表 5 
に示すように能力テスト合計点の年齢別の全国比較に明らかである。表-8の
年齢別運動能力テスト総合判定級別表では全国平均が3にランクされるものが
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-------ぞ令 18 19 20 21 22 
年 I!t 54 55 54 55 54 55 54 55 54 55 
標本数 257 241 285 391 177 208 25 71 / 19 
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" 91 110 。! 111 時り 110 リl 117 91 III 日l III 付7 11? '" x "出 必l46 削 91 日倒 155 :n l.，):~ 5-1 日1:3¥J 日〕泌さ 凡らJ1 574リ 15.4:3 1749 51 !{~ 臼 79
あるは
S D 2.5f号 1.1? 6.44 6.37 ?O?S IH 59 11)5 4げi 762 1% 411 516 999 IOH5 
n 1 &l? 4?5 3H3 4?4 制l 1?K 骨も1 131 3払i 4河 供j 177 1.')1 4?'1 
(;jl ， 4<Ui3 4638 以)討7 59 :1討 14861 144刊 499日 4ぬ刊 ら2.¥tl :J5.W 1[1比5 16Ll 5SC6 日145
rt;姐
S.I) :1.9討 'L9? 7.:J:> G60 ス1，71 アl..'iJ 4'め 550 6出 71ら 、明 57! 661 10.74 
n I 173 J?9 17.) ?!-H 17.1 山! 175 7き4 175 式" 175 1779 159 ?3? 141 ， 42.0Y 4.5面 59?S 恥HXl ]'y]H7 1.:!7.:lO 1616 16肝 日 06 55?? 146月 1520 :14~ 57% な， 1まう
S IJ 3.35 4円 751 6γl ?071 '"日 ら7H 5械} 914 7.45 5. 7~ 546 呂" 8出
n 4:ら " 4ら Il ，.， u 4s .1:J "月 43 4月 43 41 43 151 ， 43.11 45?3 57H¥J 55ろ1 14449 U407 IBほ) 4607 九月 51 56ヨ4 14 8.~ 15.44 5567 5466 
4 科!己




































































(1) n 27 17 
満足 x 26.19 26.94 
S、D 2.45 2，13 
(21 n 84 109 
あるほう x 26.0 27.58 
S、D 2.26 2，17 
(3) n 340 I 424 
普通 x 24.78 25，51 
S、D 2.39 2，38 
(4) n 166 228 
なt川孟う x 23.66 24，51 
S、D 2.43 2.64 
(51 n 3 9 43 
不満足 x 24.1 23.95 
S、D 2.82 3，25 
1 -3 ~同様 1-2※ 
1-4帝※ 1-3怯〉在
161之 0.01 ※※ 1-5※※ 























Yンケ・ド目・1について. ..綜置構倖，が同容レた内鴨主. " 毒事
慣に命コて同署した肉曹の量化
T d b -2 0イー T 1b -Z 0-ロ
5・空宇麿 1年生(全科) '.11'./1'回答内神 "智間Z年生(電気、電子、開舟〉 .， 年月E同特内w
日-01-1) IごI回答した者 人ー 2117% H -(1)-1)ほ同魯した者 。入、 。%
15人 +入、 26.7% 2人 ，)ー E人.100 特
3) 目 7入、 +日目% ，)ー 。入、 。%
.) 0人、 。% も)ー 。入、 。%
5) 0入、 、・'" 5) 。入、 。%
H→lト，)にい答した者 1)ー l人、 26% n -(1ト.)に同容した者 1) 。入、 。%
38人 2) - 27人?11% ‘人 。) 2入、"0 0 ~も
3) 9人‘ 23.7% 3) Z人‘，， 00.，も
+) 1入、 2. 6 ~ゐ 舎)ー 。人、 o ，令
5)ー 。人 。% 5) 。人‘ o % 
n -(1)-3)に回答した者 。人、 o % n -111-3)に回符した者 。人. 。 ちる
1 "人 ，) 21入、 117% "人 ，) 0入、 。%
日) - 12.白人‘ 715% 3) 18人司 自 18%
.)ー 26入、 1'" 5.，也 会)ー 4入、 182拍
5)ー も人、 230'0 5) 。人 。%
u -(1)-40)に回答した者 1) 1人 11% n -11)-4)に1"1告した者 1) 。人 。%
9も人 ，)ー 2入、 21% l‘人 2) I人 71% 
3) - ~i 7人主 司自古叫 日入、 214% 
.)一 .8入、 511% .)一 且人 " 72% 
5) 8人 刊 4% 5)ー E人‘ 143%
。 11)-5)に回答した者 1) - 。人 。 今色 u -(1)-5)に問書した者 1) ー 。入、 o ，ゐ
"人 2) I入、 + 4% 日人 ，) 。人、 。物
3) マ人‘ 30+% 市) 。人 。%
り一 日入、 348切 ，) 日入、 100 % 
5) T入、 :iU 4% 5) 。人 o ~Iら
表-20イ，ロでは，アンケート Iの(1)について学年移行に伴って同じ質問に
変化があったかどうか即ち 1年経過して意識の変化をみたものである。 1年次








































n % S.D n 
105 l田 T1 5.62 5'4 
54 170.9) 5.74 ~1 
104 61.13 6.25 54 
54 61.a 6.21 &1 
100 1.44 0.35" 49 








〈23270ME咽1 〈45. 担Z1力7 *e鞭樺 〈4竹679 〉(118) 
61 
115 6.34 
〈342 3σ曲4η場舟場 〈5756) (118) ( 8.拍〉
11 7.01 68 
100 
6 '1236・う e3抱2a46780 ・e 49 (118) (54 〈767〉
66 6U 
98 36.74 10.70盛肇 4. 
(J 16) (邸〕従事 03.46) ( 13) 
59 31酷 9.32 55 
106 44.21 3田・* 55 
(134) ( 46叫 (4331η ，" ( 99) 11 46.17 68 
106 田園 7国惨殺 56 
(134) ( 61調 (77M却 .. ( 99) 
71 59国 6.7 
104 148朗 21.9'2嫌嫌 56 
(133) 013483i9回13 0l8a咽26. (9699 } 12 
106 (4487E 1@ 
6羽 56 
(13わ ( 6.1) ( ，8) 
14 ぬ 35 5.T1・"・ 70 
106 549 61 6.77・靖長 56 
(134) 〈帥 (86M9 ，e ( 99) 
71 俊弘31 68 
106 15.94 5.19舟 56 
(134) (15晒 (55520 7。( 99) 
" )7.10 68 
99 酎 26
1 臼地日・e4，島 55 (134) (伍回 02 ( 99) 
70 凪抽 10 69 
99 25.σ7 2.?A" 55 
(11 0) 〈お.2!i) (228lo0 e・ ( 74) 70 25.46 68 
4、定期 1"
% S.D n 
1阻 49 5.59 65 
110担 5剖 11 
凪 15 6.79 65 
61拘 8.13 71 
1.44 。判 58 
( 7.31) 
(00抽38・ α6) 1.54 l' 
438 414 @ 
佃33a75田149 ・* 〈5986) 価43224 14 
26.16 3.61 58 
( 21.6$ (3.fl) (6) 
羽田 4.11場 73 
(67n 時 3.14毒事 65 
(33担15 ('6) 6.29 15 
6'32・ 位世・* 65 
66'21057 ・ 悶320g0?.嘩 (26) 73 
〈34沼409叫田4 
10.8::1場* 57 
(a98咽3. α5) 60 
44田 3岨.. 
(632 4〉( 46.21) (43圏59)場46.35 80 
60.14 6.65. 
(6343 ) 
〈佃51弘咽15 〈67倒叫療 80 
144.70 由。，" 63 
。14鈎1.6咽7 品19田59 {3841 ) 
綿 I田 6.25 63 




〈臨56.4'調9 (34) 81 
16.21 S拍場 63 
(16.2() 〈5調拍嫌 (33) 16.71 81 
(S日567田917 0 
754 64 
(89868 5幾 (34) 
80 
( 2池4田咽 2.41事 61 
〈276512殺 ('4) 2.曲 80 
(215) 












(S56T629 5 9 


















8.32 )-2* 1-3. 2-3嘩
10臼
8.32 1-'. 1-3. '-3. 
(005449 場樹齢 1-3j長*






























1-2殺 1-3判長 '-3. 
8拍命議 1-3場*


































定 期 11 不定期間 しない (31 0.01 -++ 
11 
n x S.D n 2民 S.D n 3匡 S.D 0.05 + 
111 170.6? 5.52 13 169.15 5.01 90 167.n 538 
116 170.53 5田 244 169.~ 5.55 214 16954 663 
111 日.11 7σ7 73 6J.:r 7.32 91 62.?O 9.15 
276 62.44 6.59 144 61師 1.50 213 61.?O 8.55 
1 08 1.45 0.49 65 1.57 0.31 89 151 041 
(119) ( 1従D ( 0.43) 〔280) ( 137J (034309 余命 ( 31) ( 737，) (00449 7-s+ 7.47 0.38議様 69 7.53 ?31 7.70 !こ-3* 2-3φ 
1 08ω0418 2 41.¥0 65 434.11 
〈34ぎ8179?η41) 令 90 刷41も77醐2 414 〈3101ω9(品438451 ω3817Eo9 ee ( 80) (4田50) ( 37) C42061590 や令272 436.11 233 420. .~g 1-3+ 2-3* 
109 〈2拍79843 3.59 65 25.77 4.19 〈8397? ) (2月6(3沼a (3487qa 1 。30189) (4瑚 ( 80) (抽 7@ 〈34 叫田
均 a 4.29 772 "'.95 ?3 a国 4.58 1-3+ ?-3+ 
108 6.29 3.27 74 (469剖5 2.47 94 5.19 2.11 (119) ( 9α3 (3383@ 0** (? 80) (3.16> ( 36) ( 7.!¥) (24791) + 311 7.47 65 6.41 3.10 231 5.93 1-2+-3" 1-3++ 
108 6'(曲' 35.46 64 6'33' 53あ2265Q〉 81 
6'40. 4114 
(3l0i93 〉 6'4061切. G369i7η 0崎隆 (286η3 ) 6 41284 噛・ ( .'17) 46 百31明・ 。4{17@5 37.11 225 )-2* J -:~+舟 2 3++ 
101 
(思4942609 9 1 日咽4il様様
63 〈ま判1.4明9 9.75 86 〈ヨ39〕4g2η l i778 0ηφe (216149 7 02 ( 74) 00959@ 64長 (13702 ) 
。
41 1 211 31.48 3田 9 1-2寺中 1-3* 2-3φ+ 
120 “19 3.41 14 〈435田53) (342m16 20場 96 43.00 3.62 (31316 1〉 (467田18 (43637 @ 〔21 08〉 (2540 2) (44咽 (4.34) 
66 46日 45却 4.26 1-3・号令 2 -3令や
(3 120 
師団 7回 14 民iτ8 6.00 96 58.83 6.03 
316 1) (関田町拍 (7却 〈2108} 〈田31l (7.16) (25420 ) (59.]?) (8.l)J) 7.17 64 59.96 6.66 58.43 6.93 1 -3辛?-3-1長
(3 18 151.7悶15 7 E25314316 0様樹齢
74 〈1436347540 19.75 96 014343729 刀 12.4 
316 1〉 036 (2 108) F271時国喰 (?548 2) Q5.34) 141 68 142.73 139.84 7.3.44 1-7+ 1-3" 
121 
(日478時η HIl 
7田 74 48拍 6却 91 49.54 6.54 
'(313291 ) (6曲IW嫌 {2 108) 〈4896570 ( 7S 拍臼 (7S44 ?〉 ( 41.96) (144) 69 47.59 5.95 





?曲 97 53田 8.16 
31) (59.20 (216087 〉 ( 7.81) ( 52) (5a4剖151. (6759@ 6 
16 同 38 6.81 241 1-3+ 2-3争
121 15.65 5.31 14 (15，.S37 4〉 5.29 97 16.32 (585357 8 9 (3 13i) 〈16飯74事 〈5田14〉 〈2108〉 (5.12) ( 52) ( 14.7η 
16 67 山田 5.17 241 15.18 1 -?~ト 1-3*
108 59.17 9国 68 (5臼4胡田
7.24 89 54.64 903 
(31316 1} 〔臼 1η 。2.'η 〈2l08) (796150 ** ( 52) 〈S57SK73P (7.31) 由民 10団 68 58.51 241 10.39 1-7+キ 1-3*
99 75.23 2.76 63 24.¥0 2.47 86 74.43 〈2日3s) 
(31173 ) (25.79) (22478 40 く279) (24.39) (22噛49* 
( 3) (74.71) 






及び運動能力テスト φ各種目点と合計点(全国大学と対比) 20才調査 Eー(5)
でで .".閉山 不定明 [21 L t. l. (31 001=吻+'"一0.0 f:，=司bS. " 5，1) Y5.D 
60 1 7 0.-4O I 4.b，O ;4 '70β2 I ，:;56 42 lo9.H3 I 4.69 
身 た(匂嗣)
b:l I71.34 I 5.39 ，<;1 17Q.3B I 644 
.0，4 I b261i I 669 42 b099 1104:; 
47 1692b I 。β9 I 1-2';・)-，{.;. 2-3+ 
bO I 6219 I コ"
体 4匝(均)
M b~ .o 3 I 5.i 1 I 51 60.87 州総
.'12 I 7.47 I O:{9悼 I 31 717 I UHi 
bl!i4 バリ I )-2φ"'1-3+ 2-3ψ 








































67 799 I 3i13 ~ 57 5.77 I 2.79輔
W 10'1 31.62ゆ. 1 34 t f/27" 13779舎
(43)1αS厄6) σ2) I (げJ6つ 1(30.44)
らら!j"1 9.66喝ゆ I 56 I o"'28・ 13817喝ゆ




















































































































Tab-? 6 ニ・ 凋台国 151
、そミ 定 期 (1 小定期 (21 しな l' (3) 。01 ++ 11 
n x S D n x S. D n x s 0 005 .. 
9 170，28 4.75 11 17fl.a 3.74 8 169τ8 4.9:> 
な冨〉
" J7113 5.75 " 170.44 3.69 14 169.99 487 1 ?，s. I 3辛 "}--3+9 63.60 9.'" 11 62.8 9η 8 印刷 7.74 
4ふ 希 (/r，q)
" 62.46 6.57 " 61.ro 500 14 63.30 7. 6~ 1-"1+ 1 i+ 7--3+ 
7 700 。曲 10 7剖 0.48 6 7.87 。田
国 m ..t明争
" 7四 0.41 15 1.45 0.7.5 !6 7踊 075 1-7+1--3.... 7-:)++ 
7 435田 筑r74 10 426回 相当4 6 4師団 3242 
走 1( とび(摺)
" 437.17 35.38 15 442∞ 34印 16 40050 54ぴ7 1 7+ I 3# ?-3+V ハントポール 7 71月 5.18 (0 7.70 5.0.1 6 24.17 461 
(m) 
役 げ 14 ?8.71 4.64 15 7.9.3? 3.81 16 n.25 4曲 1-{'-1島 -3+ ? :10.1ト
9 6.33 3.74 (0 691 320+ 9 4.11 27140 I 3令
唖 司長 d【'D
18 7.11 2.85 11 6.10 2.67 13 569 2'" )-7-<< 1 :3・'T ")-J+ 
7 日'10" 41.76. 10 6'46・ 33.75，* 6 6"" 3600 )--7+ 
旧X}m A-<分、砂)
" 5:54. 36.11 13 619' 3523 10 6'3?" 40段4 1 -7++ 1-3+ "}-3+ 運動能hテスト 5 3760 1404 9 34.89 13.35 6 初出 16.13 
L的
合計点 (3 41俊 !O.'}) 18 35田 10.15 8 知的 8.57 1 -7+ )-.1+ 7.3+ 
9 45∞ 3制来 12 4450 403 9 42.11 196φ -1や
反復織とび t均
19 48.11 4.13 21 4719 6.00 14 44.14 5.79 1 7+ 1 ":1+ 1 -;i-<< 
9 61.1 7.5.'1';長 13 55岨 14.1.1 9 5344 574場 1-3+ 
季正証 び(~)
19 国 79 5.77 11 62.24 7.18 14 55臼 6.31 1 -?+ 1 -J+ ? :-!+や
9 151.1 16.28 13 150.77 7.5.25 9 14000 ?Sr7 
宵筋力(1;9)
19 14947 22国 11 145.52 ヌJ.44 14 142.51 19.40 1 7+ 1 3+ ? -3+ 
9 52曲 9.15 13 48.31 6.61 9 4711 752 
量 1)伏の
19 自).47 6団 11 日).29 cね 14 4686 6.70 1 -7+ 1 -3+ ? 3+ 
9 6178 6.45キ 13 54.54 9.14令 9 52.67 8.70・. 1 -7+ ]-3+ 
伏臥i体そらし(岬
19 民主3? 6.78 11 56.67 6岨 14 53.07 7'" 1-1令 ] -3場帝 2-3+ 
9 17.33 400場 13 16.9'7 5.57 9 1344 430. 1-3+ 
立位体前原(口調)
19 16.9) 5.85 11 15.05 3.11 14 1286 618 1-7+ 1--3+ 7晶 3+
8 59.33 7.17悲母 10 5803 
踏台昇S毎週動t自主
5.23+ 8 48田 5.14.，供 1-3++ ?-.1+争
19 日 15 11.00 11 52.42 7.63 14 53.a 5% 1-'2帝 ]-3.... 
体力診断テスト 8 22.14 186 9 25田 2.39 8 123!l 1114 
《品






、そご 定 期(1) 小定期間 しない (3) 0.01 =崇帝Itl:": 
n % 5.0 n % 5.0 n x S.D 0.01 =舎
身 長(~)
3 170.17 3岨 10 1曲 41 3剖 7 170.43 6砧
体 of((klJ) 
3 61.67 4.78 10 59.65 S田 7 59.36 5.77 
国 m ，t明。
4 740 0.25 13 ? 7羽 0.27 
.tl ItJ とび(掴)
4 "捻Tも 羽田 13 449.曲 38回 7 436.71 21.91 
，. "ド;t:-，~ 
(m) 
世 げ 4 期回 3田 13 28.31 3.71 7 四i拍 3担
睦 差異 G"D
3 9担 Z伍 8 7.38 4.1:2 5 7剖 3.97 
出Xlm 定(分、秒〉
4 6'19" 32.61 11 6'25・ 円曲 7 6"'" 40田
運動能刀テスト
〈戸。
合計点 2 45田 14.5 7 37.43 5国 4 39.25 5日
/x 1匁績とび Û~!)
3 48.67 1.70 9 胡.2 4訂 5 <3印 !日 1 -3~齢 2-3 <ti長
季仰とび(伺)
3 回 67 6即 9 61.33 4田 s 国佃 4.18 
背闘力(.t. ) 
3 1胡曲 15田 9 1日 44 26.18 5 136曲 18.49 
鑑 力(kq)
3 45.33 5.31 9 48.78 3.97 5 49曲 2.45 
伏臥上体そらし(信)
3 51曲 1.41 9 59曲 5.57 5 52.40 6.97 1-2金 2-3犠
立{主体前紐(帽〉
3 14叩 3描 9 16.11 5曲 5 17田 4.67 
踏台昇降車動t均
3 12.67 12.3.3 9 邸).17 9拍 s 54.18 4.87 1-3拳
体力診断テストー
@ 








L ~ \~ 
..年度 55年度
(点)504030 却 10 0 o 10 20 30 40 50 (点)
F i g -36 運動 スポ Y実施状況の ドIg -37 運動・スポーツ実抽状誕の
年令別体力診断テスト合計点 年令 ~IJ体力診断テス l 合計点
乙却1 ( 54年度) (点)且 ( 55年度)
25 
一一一一ーー _._ 





201 .-.・-l '1." 






18 19 20 21 22 才〉
運動、スポーツ実施状況の年令制樟力膨断テスト吉計点{調査置(5))
Tab-27 (断位:ti.) 、'-'-"-'・，'，'
主とて 定期的 (1) ィ、定期 (2) しない (3) 111こ4113。z S.D " > S.D . ， S.D 
18 
99 25.07 2.24 55 24.50 2.41 61 23.30 258 1~2唱噌2-3‘. 
70 25A6 2.10 68 24.99 2.61 80 24.96 2.46 
19 
99 25.23 2.76 63 24.1 0 2.47 86 24.43 253 1-2.。
151 26.32 257 110 25.15 2.49 90 24.83 3.09 1~2暗暗1~3申申
42 24.93 2.1'4 30 25.43 251 57 24.72 2.15 
20 
68 26.47 259 56 25.36 2.45 50 24.58 2.92 1~2申噌1-3'場申
21 
8 25.14 1s6 9 125.00 2.39 8 22.38 1s4 2-3.・
19 26.42 252 21 26.43 1.99 14 2321 3.1~ }-3.2-3'" 
22 













状創 定期的{J) 不建期 (2) しない (3) 
l t l r0.05I=申噛申
年令 n x S.D n z S.D n z S.D 
98 36.74 10.70 48 34.94 10.82 57 28.54 11.42 12J-L古3也-事一一一…18 、q 究1R'ミ Q1? ~RRI q_R 目。 "民j 日t7 ~ 
101 38.40 IIβ2 63 30.49 9.75 86 30.42 1.78 iTjξ 19 129 41.97 10.73 92 38.48 10.51 64 33.16 10.33 
48 35.92 10.33 27 36.04 10.15 51 31.20 9.65 ?三iお一一20 54 45.02 12.33 47 34.77 8.73 35 35.34 9.94 
5 137.60 14.04 9 34.89 13.35 6 I 30.86 16.13 1-3・や
21 2-3" 
13・41.92 10.96 18 35.50 10.15 8 I 30.00 8.52 -，・
22 












































r'1.g - 38 必修体育(実技)についての調査"-(1) 
11 体育実伎に関して実施学年ど噂位(均閥)
について次の項目に 1つだけ選んで答えて
IU196}) 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 下さ、、。 O10203040506070809010lP0 6j 
(155人 396掃) (158人 382骨)
( ~(ì 九 ~6 11) 1)現{l実施している (196人 467'/1)
学年(1年次 2 (15人 3Q.6<J，)
年次)でよ、司 ( 且人 276<J，)
(251人 33.2骨) )ー 年次まで延長す {377人 41.4引( 63人 16110) ( 66人 160骨}(71人 195%) ( 72人 17.1':fi)
べきである {ll"! (15人 306$)




(104人 26.5唖) (J09人 264悟)
(115人 316%) ( 90人 214fi)
へきである(1凶 ( 12人 24.5骨)
の時閣はモのまま} ( 16人 552則
(219人 289¥fi) (227人 249$)
( 13人 33$) ~4) 字削ででよ (27人 65骨)
( 24人 66唖) が、 1困の実胞時 ( 13人 3.1%)
聞を長〈しんはう ( 2人 41$)
がよ、、(2-3崎 ( 0人 001>)









( 67人 8且骨) -… "'1 ( 2-3時間) ( 50人 5.5'1iJ5 
(17へ .1.3$) ( 7人 17引
( )忌ヘ 41骨) 自) 1 ~抵当 q の時闘を ( 12人 29冊)
国くして (1崎同) ( 1人 2.0<J，)
4年改正で娼長 L ( 1人 31悟)
( :12人 4t%) ( 21人 2.3%)
( 6人 20骨) (17人 41骨)
( 7人 19昏) 7)実施学年&1/崎間 ( 15人 3岬)
をもっど減らし fニ ( 0人 0.0昏〉
はう市ょ、も ( u人口U骨〉
(15人 20骨) ( 32人 3.5$)
M 斗'" 55 年度
全般的には正課体育は現在のままでよいとするものは30%~40%になるが 3
年次まで延長すべきであるとするものが54，55年度とも17%にも達し 4年次ま









正課体育を延葺すへきと蓄えた者(2， 3，' 5， 6，)、現状維持、彼歩
と害えた者 刊の体力診断テスト合計d批鞍{調lifJ.→lt
Tab-29 イ (単位点)
延長すべきと杵えたお 現状維持、減少させた方かよ L、と符えた fi
i 標本数 218 145 
学 'y 均帆 24.71 24.09 
'1 標準耐え 2.53 2.40 
2 標本;数 212 89 
1-;': I '1 Jtj fI血 25.06 24.35 
'1 標準偏1.' 2.51 2.34 
(541度)
正謀体育を延長すべきと害えた者(2， 3，'， 5，6) 、現状維持、
減量と筈えた者(1， 7) の体力診断テスト吉針点比駐{調査rv→ 1))
Ta b-29ー ロ 〈主計イV.:.'.')、.T-"_'，'
延長すべきと帯えたお 現状維持、減少させた方がよ L と持えた畠
i 標本数 225 164 
学十時航 25.44 24.88 
斗 標準備芹 2.54 2.15 
2 標..数 195 196 
学子均倍1 25.92 25.42 
年 標準偏差 2.74 2.60 
3 標本数 21 8 
学 オド昆~ fI声 26.00 24.38 
年標準偏1.' 2.25 3.90 
4 標本数 9 4 
学 オド均百l 26.68 2550 
年 標準偏洋 1.49 1.12 























i判 12判 13申 rl4菅川合 p十
(11 揃"' 12 I 10 





27144 71 (14.5暢 1121 9 
15 1 30 1 2 1 0 1 47(11.8叫 1341 371 4 1 3 1 78 (15時)
131 普通
110 1139 249(50.8噌 1951 50 145 (&4.9制
81 1113 1 6 1 5 1 205(51.6姐 111911061181101253臼0.5制
141 ないほう -:-;~--:-~-t -6r--3--r-:-:~ ~~-:~~; ~~I-~ ~ r 701-8 +l~~-~;;:~!; 
151 不満足
191 10 日(5.9竺 L.IOJ_ _ ~l 上人一~ ~ _(-? !~) 
14 1 9 1 1 1 0 1 24 1 61嚇 1111 111 0 01 22( 4.4制




















( ~5 人 51'!)
( 21人 5泊%l
( ~ 1)人 61%)










〈挿 IJ)1 ~ L t: J; 
Oζよ也、


















































ドIR 40 体育実伎についての凋ft.-131 
明 ，*n:.l!伎の賞胞について平等えて下:子、・.













( !)tiA，. 13.6") 
'"人 It.19叫


























































( 7人 I~， 3・〉















( I J. 3 .~') 


































































じだ:1学年 2学年 3学年 4学句
32 22 
(1 
27 30 3 3 
20 12 
(21 
13 23 7 2 
40 26 
ω} 






13 25 2 2 。 2 
(6) 。 。 。
25 27 
171 


















1学汁 2学'1 3学'1 4学年 合 d十項目
(11 。 。2 。 。 2 
121 
1 2 
1 2 。 。 3 
(3) 
l 。
2 。 。 。 2 
(4) 
。 。 。。 。 。 1 
(5) 
。 。 。。 。 。 。 。
161 
。 1 。 。 。 。 。
(7) 




I "t~1 2学" f'予，} 4常'1 "十
(I) 
38 25 63 
38 44 2 3 87 
121 
20 II 31 
8 }5 。 24 
(3) 63 65 128 
73 87 8 10 178 
(41 
7 14 21 
15 }O 。 26 
(51 
17 22 39 
12 35 。 48 
(61 
6 2 8 
6 4 2 。 12 
(7) 18 22 40 
















...... uv ， 
クラブ加入 タ'7 7" 非加入 -0.01=+60 
項目 n y • S.D . S.D 11 0.05"=+ ， 
身 長(伺う
90 169.45 5.85 185 168.90 5.35 
50 1 70.63 9.47 149 170.13 5.73 
体 季(")
90 61.23 6.61 1 86 61.41 6.89 
50 62.17 6.43 149 60.79 8.03 
50m ヌt，砂) 88 7.46 0.63 162 7.52 0.44 
60 7.58 0.41 169 7.62 0.39 
走巾"び(，.)
89 445.39 40.37 163 435.78 40.77 
6J 428.13 36.56 172 424.01 37.:.!4 
ハンドポーや 89 27.68 3.33 161 26.60 4.20 
投げ (m) 6J 29.30 4.51 171 28.42 4.21 
睦 垂(1，1)
90 6.95 3.31 170 5.80 3.lb ..令
67 7.22 2.97 170 6.07 2.82 令
150Um 走 88 6~ 08" 29.65 157 6'42 41.04 *令
(分、秒) 6J 6' 04" 28.09 170 6' 24 30.65 命令
運合動件能，~力C~テ，)スト 84 38.79 13.05 155 32.98 10.86 
54 39.28 10.00 141 35.09 9.74 令
反檀横とび(占)
90 44.53 3.92 177 43.43 4.14 令
66 46.44 3.30 176 45.81 3.79 
9J 61.41 7.44 184 58.75 5.78 .
垂直とぴ (冊)
67 59.69 7.44 176 58.97 7.12 
費餅力(駒)
90 149.72 26.33 184 144.02 25.15 
68 141.49 19.20 179 140.66 20.67 
ナ1(必〉
9J 48.41 6.39 184 48.54 6.50 
握
70 46.90 5.72 180 46.67 5.47 
伏混人上体そら〔叩し) 9J 53.33 (.59 185 53.42 7.24 
67 56.60 7.00 178 55.84 7.12 
立位体術属〈町
90 15.71 5.47 181 15.80 5.54 
68 17.24 5n5 178 16.34 5.37 
踏台昇降運動〈的
82 62.65 11.89 180 54.56 7.85 令や
66 63.71 10.23 176 57.91 9.89 令令
体会計力診良断t町テスト 81 25.33 2.48 173 24.20 2.49 
















言モミ タヲプ加入 クラプ非加入 Itl ~、00..0051=z"' n 1 S.D 同 z S.D 
身 長〈明)
99 170.07 5.16 219 169.73 5s7 
111 169.51 5.49 232 169.65 5.47 
体 ild均)
99 62.76 7.17 220 61.17 7.23 
111 62.15 6.74 232 61.66 8.16 
50m よL<秒〉
93 7.43 037 196 7.53 0.47 
124 7.47 0.42 253 7.59 0.43 • 
"巾とび〈叩)
93 438.67 40.93 198 432.28 38.49 
124 438.91 34.68 254 431.41 39.44 
投、ン下ポーけル (m) 93 27.61 3.41 198 26.2 J 4.91 司・
125 29.44 4.16 254 28.29 4.20 • 
懸 議(1，，1)
99 6.08 2.57 200 5.31 2.65 司b
128 7.61 3.46 261 6.47 2.96 
-ー1 800m 6zihi 秒} 91 6'01 33.45 188 6" 34 • 39.31 。.
124 5' 58 38.63 244 6'26" 38.72 •• 
書蹴計刀テ点スト的d
89 39.45 11.22 190 30.63 9.75 
110 42.62 10.78 207 36.54 10.26 ..・
反融機とび tω 98 45.39 3.18 227 43.94 3.63 司b
130 47.66 3.26 262 46.09 3.94 司b・
毒i;jf(とび (四〉
98 59.84 7.62 228 59.20 6.37 
130 59.77 6.50 262 59.56 7.16 
背筋 1 (均〉
97 151.88 19.69 226 143.35 21.14 •• 
130 147.23 20.67 263 140.65 22.60 。
tl (x，) 
99 50.09 6.80 227 4959 6.30 
温
132 48.69 5.35 264 48.61 6.13 
t唖人t体そらし 99 55.13 6.34 228 53.44 7.95 
(~) 130 56.94 7.90 262 55.75 7.06 
立且体育1回 (~) 99 15.75 5.27 229 15.81 6.14 
130 17.19 5.17 261 14.96 5.19 •• 
踏台昇峰連動 (<.'0 88 60.67 9.16 205 53.81 7.30 •• 
130 65.10 10.05 264 58.07 10.78 •• 
体合よ了計診断点テスト(>.'0 87 25.24 2.63 203 24.27 2.48 






















































グラブ加入 タ 7 プ非加入
11、〉-00005i z==+ +噂
r S.D n 
170.94 4.64 141 
17125 6.1 0 127 
63.22 7.11 140 
62.74 5.48 126 
7:42 0.40 ]-30 
7.40 0.31 137 
437.09 31.77 128 
449.67 43.69 138 
26，91 3.65 128 
30.64 3.88 138 
6.36 3.79 137 
7.73 3.42 137 
6' 05 33.16 105 
5' 55 38.38 133 
36.23 9.16 105 
45.1 8 12.27 103 
45.46 3.95 147 
47.79 3.59 140 
61.85 7.24 148 
62.25 7.24 139 
148.17 21.37 147 
149.82 "'21.66 141 
49.17 7.54 148 
4i.35 制 A 142 
5.， U3 147 
56.25 8.74 141 
16.09 4.48 148 
16.1 8 4.89 141 
60.52 8.41 130 
66-41 10.11 139 
25.06 2.01 119 














































































世、ンドポー けル (m) 
睡 垂(回)














n z S.D 思 x S.D Q.05=y 
10 170.21 4.02 
24 170.12 5.04 
10 64.77 8.85 
24 62.05 5.92 
7 7.61 0.72 
25 7.45 0.42 
7 428.97 34.26 
25 438.04 38.54 
7 28.43 4.85 
25 28.92 4.36 
10 6.1 0 3.14 
16 6.75 2.44 
7 61 08 4 Ll 7 
24 6'03 46.38 
7 36.57 16.48 
11 42.82 11.08 
10 44.00 3.33 
18 47.06 3.41 
10 59.30 7.57 
18 57.67 5.65 
10 154.50 26.61 
18 139.00 21.01 
10 51.90 8.55 
18 4s.44 5.79 
10 60.45 6.71 
18 56.78 6.92 
10 16.59 4.42 
18 15.50 4.73 
9 60.37 5.83 
18 64.98 12.73 
9 26.89 3.14 














21 6' 44 















































































ltI ~.~:~~~ n z 5.D s ， 5.D 
5 170.12 4.5 17 169.47 5.12 
5 62.76 9.40 17 60.37 5.:i9 
4 7.35 0.17 20 7.46 0.39 
4 446.50 20.43 20 445.15 35.01 
4 30.25 5.36 20 28.30 3~2 
6 7.00 2.77 12 7.83 4.10 
4 6' 20 34.04 18 t 2 9 ~ 33.42 
4 40.50 1'1.54 9 38.67 6.00 
6 48.33 2.63 13 45.85 4.13 
6 64.33 7.36 13 59.85 4.20 
6 163.83 29.75 13 145.15 21.10 
6 47.00 5.07 13 49.08 3.05 
6 54.00 3.32 13 5723 7.3:1 
6 14.17 4.06 13 16.39 5.77 
6 68.97 15.72 13 58.66 8.53 










































































































(2) 大石三四郎:体育統計学(1)， (I)， (19&2) 
(3) 猪飼道夫:日本人の体力，からだの科学，治迄書院 39， 54~59 (1971) 
(4) 陣内富男:肥満と高血圧，保健の科学， 19(5) (1977) 
(5) 加藤橋夫:青少年の体格と体力，杏林書院 (1970)










































































1)充分である 2) どうにかやれる 3)不安で、ある
(3) 社会に出て現在の体力でやっていけると思いますか。
1)充分である 2) どうにかやれる 3)不安である
(4) あなたは，自分の体格や体力値(握力・背筋力・肺活量・視力等)を把握していますか。
(ほぽ正確に)知っているものにOをつけて下さい。(重複回答可)

















































1)定期的にしている 週( )回位 1回平均( )分位
2)不定期だがしている 月( )回位 1匝平均( )分位
















4)軟式テニス 5)硬式テニス 6) アーチェリー
7) スキー 8)オリエンテーリング 9) マラソン




13)硬式野球 14) ラグビー 15)アメリカンフットボール
16) なわとび 17) ランニング 18) ソフトボール
19)サイクリング 20)スピードスケート 21)和弓
22) フェンシング 23) ボクシング 24) フォークダンス
25)社交ダンス 26)徒手体操 27) ウエイトトレーニング
28)ハイキング 29) ワンダーフォーゲル 30)登山
31)空手(巻法) 32)柔道 33)アイスホッケー
34) ボーリング .35) ゴrJレフ 36)散歩
37)急歩 38)相僕 39)剣道
40)鉄棒 41)陸上(走・投・跳) 42)水泳
43)卓球 44)ハンドボール 45) ヨット






3) 4年次まで延長すべきである ( J! ) 
4) 2年次まででよいが， 1 回の実施時間を長くしたほうがよい (2~3 時間)
































































































(昭和55.4 . 1 '"'-'56. 3 .31) 
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